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FOREWORD

This edition of the St vic Mantad has been prepared to update
and clarify question:; of literary usage in general and of NEA style
in particular so far as Association policies and educational partic-
ularitis dictate special attention. Association leathers and staff are
urged to consult this book regularly and to direct their questions
and suggestions to NEA Publishing, Room 609, 1201 Sixteenth
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

The rules set down here cannot be exhaustive. For questions
not covered here, consult an reputable authority. Both the Gm,-
ernment Printing Office Style Manual and the Universit; of
Chicago's Manual of Styli. are comprehensive in terms of grammar,
punctuation, and the mechanics of writing and expression. Wilson
Follett's .11odcrn American Usage is excellent for subtleties of
meaning, and .Strunk and White's Elements of Style is without
rival both for its conciseness and its views on rhetoric. The latest
editions of Webster's .Vele International Dictionary (1961) and
Webster's Yew Collegiate Dictionary (1973) are recommended.
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.Ibbreriations and Symbs

I. AI313REVIATIONS AND SY11101.ti

1.1. General Rules

1.1.1. Peri( gls Q,itrall sh,tilti be used after abbrtAiations soul cer-
tain contractions of %von's and after a single letter or double letters
representing vortts (see 1. for abbreiations of states :nut 1.5.
for m..11111(:I of s who's):

bat hclor of .tits
.01,1)1. abbil vt.ttiott
,u t t. .1, count

in the year of our Lord IChristian eral
before noon

appro. apprositnatel
assn. association
asst . assot late

.tsst. assistant

bachelor of arts
11.(:. Furore Christ
ht boltilat
(:.11 V t otlItIllItlit' trieVisiOn. Cable I !leisiott
cf. tinware, see
chap. t hapter

.o.d. t ash on delivery
, ol., column. t olunins
out. tontinurtl

1).1). doctor of divinity
1).1).S. dot for of dental surgery
1).S. I. daylight savings tittle
I). I.it. dot for of liteaturt
olupt. department
this. di\ Ishii'
ethic . edit ation

for ,.."oliphe lalays followed by a comma'
I..S. I . Listen' standard time
et al. and others
et seq. antl the following
rhos and so forth
f.. ft. and following page. and following pages
fig. figure
( ;NI' gross national produt t
ibid. in the sante place
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.1bbrevintios and SrmluslA

intelligent c quotient
"I owe you..

i.e., that is 'always followed by a comma'
dot tot of laws

If lightface
LLB. bachelor of laws
1.1..1). doctor of laws
loc. cit. in the place cited
m. noon
NIA. master of arts

doctor of medicine
M.S. master of science
n., nu. note, notes
no., nos. number, numbers
op. cit. in the work cited

P. pp. page. pages
par. paragraph
Ph.D. doctor of philosophy
pl. plate
p.m. afternoon
pro tem temporarily
sic thus
vol. volume
wf wrong font

EXCEPTION: The abbreviation b w (black and white) used in
references to films and filmstrips should be set with space and
without periods. Neither period nor space should be used with
mm, the abbreviation of Ilintelt7. in referring to films; with
rpm. the abbreviation of revolutions per minute, in referring to
recordings: or %vith ips, the abbreviation of inches per second. in
referring to taped recordings:

16inm 45rpm 71,Aps

1.1.2. Abbreviations composed of initials with periods should be
set without space as should abbreviations of academic degrees:

U.S.S.R.

8
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Abbreviations and Symbols

EXCEPTION: Initials used for a person's given name should be
set with space:

1. F. Kennedy

NOTE: Any initial preceding a surname should be followed by a
period, even if it is not the abbreviation of a given name:

Harry S. Truman

1.1.3. Abbreviations in corporate and other formal names should
follow the form used on the letterhead or on official publica-
tions: i.e., an ampersand should he used if it appears on the

letterhead:

Harper & Row

NOTE: When it is not possible to obtain a company letterhead
to determine the exact form of an organizational or corporate
name, spell out all words about which abbreviation is uncertain.

NOTE: When 11w is part of the official title of a university or
association, it is permissible to lower case the article in lists for
consistency.

lie is a member of The American Legion.

AEW sponsors include the National Education Association, the
American Legion, and the U.S. Office of Education.

1.2. Terms for Political Divisions, Geographical Terms

1.2.1. The names of foreign countries (except the U.S.S.R.)
should not be abbreviated.

1.2.2. United States should not be abbreviated when used as a
noun but should be abbreviated to U.S. when used as ar adjec-
tive:

U.S. government U.S. foreign policy

9



.Sviir/mA

EXC1.111.1()N: %%lien used in name
foreign countr% 111.11 is spelled it. State.% should be
!pelted ow (ln, %vbeli used .1% an aditi%e:

United statis Itiiti.lt t.tlks

rent Ii. German. and United states 1:mernments

1.2.3. %%ien the name ot a state foil( Avs the name Of a city or
any political c1i ision other geographit .1! term. it may be
abbreviated in lists. statistical mat ter. Or bibliographic citations:

John./ ones, president. New York. N. .

Mary Jones. to retary. Helena. Mont.
lb:it:Jones li%-s in Montana.)

1.2.1.a. 'these Rvo-let ter abbreviations were established by the
15. Scr% ice tO facilitate the handling of mail and should
be used on all c orrspiiiidence:

.M.ili.iiii.i .ti. Montana NI I.

.Maska ..K Nebraska NB

.rizotta ./. Nevada NV

.rkattsas AR New Hampshire NII
(:aliforttia (:A New ,Jersy N
Canal Zone C1 New Mexico NM

(:olorado CO New York Ni
(;onset tictit (...1. North Carolina NC
Delaware DE :s.orth Dakota NI)
Distrit t tot' Columbia 0c Ohio) 011
Fhtritla El. Oklahoma OK
(;rorgia CA Oregon OR
(;nam (lt*

Pennsylvania PA
Ilawaii III Puerto Kilo PR
Idaho II) Rhode Island RI
Illinois II. South Carolina St:
Indiana IN South Dakota SI)
Imva I. l'ettnesset TN
Kansas KS

Eexas Tx
Kentucky KV ltalt U.I.
Lonistati:t I.A Vermont VT
Maine ME

N'irgittia VA
Maryland NW Virgin Islands VI
Massa( Intstts NIA Washington WA
Michigan NII West Virginia WV
Minnesota MN Wk«ntsin WI
Mississippi NIS Wyoming WY
Nlissottri NIO

IO



.ibbreviations atul Symbols

1.2.1.1). .xcept lot those states that are not commonly abbre-
viated (which appeal in pantheses), the states of the United
States and the District of Columbia should be abbreviated as
follows when it is appropriate to do so in lists, references, and
text (see 7.3.2. for alphabetization of abbreviations and 7.3.3.
for the position of District o/ (:olumbia):

Ala. III. Mont. P.R.
N.C.
N. Dak. S.C.

R.I.
Ariz. (Iowa)
tAlaska) Ind.

Ark. Kans. . Nebr. S. Dirk.
Calif. 'Ky.' Nev. .Fenn.
Colo. 1.a. N.II. tex.
Corm. (Nlaine) N.J. (nail)
ILC. Nlass.' N. Mex. Va.*
Del. Nit!. N.V. Vt.
Ha. Nlit h. (Ohio) Wash.
(,Ha

Nliss.
Okla. Wis.

W. Va.
Nlittn.

(Hawaii) Miss.ii) Oreg.
(Idaho) %lo. Pa.' WY0-

*Kentur kv, Massa, husetts, Pennsylvania, and Virginia are officially styled
ommonwealths.

1.3. NI...A Abbreviations

Fiilloing arc lists of abbreviations of (a) departments, (b) na-
tional affiliates, and (c) associated organizations. These abbre-
viations should be used to avoid repeating long names after they
have first been mentioned (see 1.5.2.).

(a) ADTSEA American Driver and Traffic Safely Education Asso -
iation

DSN Department of School Nurses
REA Rtnal Education Association

The Department of Foreign Languages (DH.) and the Department of
Vocational Education IDVE) are no longer active.

(1) AAIIVER American Association for Health, Physical Education,
and Recreation

Avur Association for Educational Communications and
Technology

A1AA American Industrial Arts Association
ASCU Association for Supervision and Curriculum Develop-

ment
A IT. Association of Teacher Educators
EK NE American Association of EletnentaryKindergarten-

Nursery Edut ators

11



.ibbreviations and Symbols

[ILEA
J
ME \C
NALA
NALS
NAK:AL

NASC
NCSS

N RA

(c) AASI.
AIDS
C EC
N BEA
NSPRA

Nit
St:A

I bone Economics Education Association
Journalism Education Association
Music Educators National Conference
National Art Education Association
National Association of Educational Secretaries
National Association for Public Continuing and Adult
Education
National Association of School Counselors
National Council for the Social Studies
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
National Retired Teachers Association

American Association of School Librarians
Association for Educational Data Systems
Council for Exceptional Children
National Business Education Association
National School Public Relations Association
National Science Tea, hers Association
National Training Laboratories
Speech Communication Association

1.4. References. In parenth, flea references in text and also in
footnotcs, bibliographies, tables, and similar matter, certain
words tic:ignaling parts of a publication should be abbreviated
when accompanied by roman numerals, figures, or letters (see
2.3.2. for capitalization and 8.2. for use of numerals):

Jones argues (Vol. II, Chap.
col., cols. (column. s)
Fig., Figs. (Figure. s)
I., 11. (tine, s)
n., nn. (note, s)

6, pp. 67.68) that . .

No.. Nos. (Number, s)
p., PP. (page. s)
Pt., Ms. (Plate. s)
Vol.. Vols. (Volume. s)

EXCEPTIONS:
Act IV, scene 2, line 15 Part IV
Appendix IV Table 2
paragraph 6

1.5. Symbols

1.5.1. Neither periods nor
that function as shortened
other organized bodies (see

I IEW
VISTA
NLRB
AID
GPO

1 2

space should be used with initials
names of government agencies and
1.1. for initials with periods):

NEA
CARE
IrrA
NI IT
OVA



Abbreviations. and Symbols

Commonly used symbols (IQ, CAIN, IOU, SOS) should be set
without periods and without space; also the symbols for radio
and TV stations (WGNIS, WNS-TV) and for standardized tests

MAIM, which should be set in italics (see 6.6.1.).

1.5.2. An unfamiliar symbol should not be used unless the full
name or title for which it stands appears previously in the text:

The National School Boards Association has been asked
to sponsor the meeting, which will be attended by rep-
resentatives of the NSBA as well as by representatives of
the National Congress of Parents and Teachers and the
National Education Association.

NOTE: When such a symbol is to be used at a considerable dis-
tance from the full name of the agency or organizationor when
it may seem necessary for clarity for some other reasonthe
symbol should be noted in parentheses immediately after the
first mention of the title:

The National School Boards Association (NSBA) has
been asked to sponsor the meeting. Discussion of the
following topics is planned. ...

13



Capitalization

2. CAPITALIZATION (see also 1 1.3. for appellat ions)

2.1. To Indicate Beginnings

2.1.1. t IV.ten preceded by a (urinal introductory element follow-
ed by a colon, the first word of a complete sentence should be
apifi.lized (see 10.4.3. for use of the colon):

She offered several reasons for choosing Lake Ashton:
(a) It would benefit the children, because they could
learn to swim. (b) Its nearness to Boston would enable
[tarry to stay late on Sunday evenings. (c) Many of her
friends were going there too.

EXCEPTION: The first word alter a colon should not be capi-
talized when it introduces an element that is merely a restate-
ment or amplification of the first element (see 10.4.1. and
10.4.2. for this use of the colon).

2.1.2. The first word of each item in a list or an enumeration in
block form should be capitalized (see 7. for form of lists):

Ile had three reasons for taking a vacation:
1. Fine weather
2. Ills longing for the sea
3. The failure of his business.

2.1.3. The first word of (a) a formally introduced quotation,
(b) a cited speech in direct discourse, and (c) a direct thought
or question should always begin with a capital (see 10.4.3. for
use of colon and 10.9. I. for use of quotation marks):

(a) The Aeneid begins: "Arma virumque cano. . . ."
(b) Ile replied. "There will never he another holiday like this."

Ile asked. "Who is she?"
(c) I thought to myself. There will never be another holiday

like this.
We may ask. How can this be done?
There are two questions: What should be done? and Who
will do it?

NOTE: When a quotation is introduced by that, neither colon
nor capital should be used, even though the first word begins
a sentence in the original:

14



Capitalization

The New York limes editorial ends with the ironic statement
-that "everything is line in Suez."

2.1.4. In resolutions, the first word following Whereas or Re .
solved should he capitalized:

Whereas. It is the sense of this meeting... .
Resoked, That all citizens under twenty-one....

2.2. Titles and Headings

2.2.1. In publication titles and section headings set with initial
capital letters, all words except articles, coordinate conjunctions,
and prepositions of less than five letters should he capitalized,
unless design considerations call for a different system:

..1dmInistration: l'rocedures and School l'ractices for the
Academically Talented Student
Democracy Through Education

EXCEPTION: The first and last words of a title or heading
should always be capitalized, even though they would not be
capitalized in another position:

The Votes Are In

Exc.:Emus: The first word of a subtitle following a colon
should he capitalized:

Curriculum Development: History

EXCEPTION: All words that are inseparable parts of verbs
should be capitalized:

They Woke Up the Citizens

2.2.2. The to preceding the verb of an infinitive should be capi-
talized in a title or heading:

flow To Listen to Your Child

2.2.3. In hyphenated compounds, all elements except articles,
coordinate conjunctions, and prepositions of less than five let-
ters should be capitalized in titles and headings:

15



Capitalization

Boy Secs WilliftheWisp
I ligh-and-Mighty Politician Takes Tumble

2.2.4. Equal elements in personal titles should be capitalized
when capitalization is appropriate (see 12.3.):

Secretary of State Rogers

2.3. References

2.3.1. In a citation of any published work, the title should be
capitalized according to the rules given at 2.2., even though the
resulting capitalization may not conform to the capitalization
of the title in the original publication.

NOTE: When the title of a commercial publication is printed
entirely in capital letters in the original publication, only the
initial letters should be capitalized in a reference:

Fortune Time

EXCEPTION: ,VE.1 NOW

2.3.2. An imperative verb at the beginning of a reference in
parentheses within a sentence should not be capitalized (see
6.3.1. for italicization):

In our earlier discussion (see p. 472), we dealt. . . .

2.3.3. Lower case foreword, preface, introduction, contents, ap-
pendix, glossary, bibliography, and index in passing references to
a publication, but capitalize the same words when they are used
in a publication to refer to another part of that same publica-
tion:

lie spent a great deal of time writing a lengthy foreword.
This subject is treated in greater detail in the Appendix.

2.4. Proper Nouns and Adjectives. Generally. proper nouns and
words used as proper nouns, such as (a) epithets used as substi-
tutes for proper names, (b) common nouns used alone as well-
known forms of proper names, (c) personifications, and (d) nouns
of address should be capitalized:

16



Capitalization

(a) I loly We it
the Pretender

(b) the District I District of Columbia)
the Cha (English Channel)

(c) The Chair recognized the gentleman. ...
(d) Alr. Chairman, Ladies, and Gentlemen:

Dear Sir:

NOTE: When two proper nouns that have the same final ele-
ment are linked by a conjunction, the pluralized final element
should be capitalized.

Harvard and Tu lane Universities
Cardozo and Walter Johnson high Schools

2.4.1. Accepted geographical names, including popular appella-
tions for regions and localities, should be capitalized:

the Midwest Corn Belt
Malay Peninsula West Coast
Levant Western Hemisphere
Eternal City Deep South

Place references that are merely descriptive should not
be capitalized:

Potomac watershed Maine coast

2.4.2. The names of the points of the compass, and adjectives
derived from them, should be capitalized (a) when they arc part
of a name established by usage as a designation of a specific
region and (b) when they themselves are designations of specific
regions or people from those regions:

While in the Far East, and particularly while living with
friends in Southeast Asia, he lost many of his Western
mannerisms.
The vote of the Midwest was not surprising, but that of
the Deep South was.
Charles was curious about the Southerners who had just
come north.

NOTE: The names of the points of the compass should not be
capitalized when they simply ind:cate direction:

There were more jobs farther scuth, but she liked the
weather in the northern section c t the state,

17



Capita lization

2.4.3. Names of political divisions should be capitalized when
they follow a specific name and are used as proper names:

French Republic.
Persian Empire
Sixth Congressional District

Baltimore City
New York State
New York City

NOTE: When the names of political divisions are used descrip-
tively with of preceding a specific name, they should not be cap-
italized:

empire of the Persians state of New York

2.4.4. Names and fanciful epithets for historical epochs should
be capitalized:

Middle Ages Restoration
Roaring Twenties Great Depression

NOTE: Centuries ,end decades should not be capitalized;

twentieth century the forties

2.4.5. All names for the Bible and other sacred books, and for
divisions of the Bible and other sacred books, should be capi-
talized and set in roman type without quotation marks:

holy Scriptures Vedas
King James Version Book of Job
Vulgate Parable of the Sower
Koran New Testament

NOTE: Adjectives derived from such nouns should not be capi-
talized:

scriptural vedic
koranic biblical

2.4.6. The word church should be capitalized when it is a part
of the name of (a) a religious denomination, (b) a religious or-
ganization of the whole world or of a particular country, even
when it stands alone, and (c) a particular edifice:

(a) the Protestant Episcopal Church
(b) the Church of Rome

The struggle between the Church and the State was settled
ipso Act() by Henry VIII.

(c) the First Baptist Church on Main Street

18



Capitalization

NOTE: Except as in (1) above, the word church should be lower
cased when it is not a part of a proper name:

There is a Baptist church in this town.
The separation of church and state is an American tradition.

2.4.7. (Onion and Republic (hut not maim) should be capitalized
when referring to the United States; Administration should be
capitalized when referring to the executive branch of the U.S.
government; Senate, House, Senator, Representative, Congress-
man, and Congresswoman should be capitalized when referring
to the U.S. Congress and its members, even when these words
stand alone; Supreme Court and High Court should be capi-
talized; and all appellations of the president of the United States
should be capitalized, as, for example, Chief Executive and
Commander ih Chief.

The United States is a republic.
But:
The politician claimed that the Republic was in jeopardy.

NOTE: The words federal and state should not be capitalized
except as part of a title:

federal Constitution
state department of education
(but: Federal Communications Commission
New York State Wm ation Department)

2.4.8. The names of national and international bodies should
be capitalized:

Eightieth Congress Security Council
Cabinet World Bank

2.4.9. The distinguishing word in a reference to a political party
should be capitalizd, but these same words should not be capi-
talized when used to describe a political philosophy:

If he is a member of the Communist party, he is a Communist.
The Democratic party won the !louse.
Although the National party is the least republican of the par-
ties that have won votes, it is opposed to communism.

2,.10. The names of national and international governmental
documents should be capitalized:

19



Capitalization

National Labor Relations Act Constitution of the United States
Equal Rights Amendment Charter of the United Nations

2.4.11. When abbreviated form of the name of an organiza-
tion, committee, or similar group is used after the full name has
once been spelled out, the shortened form should be considered
a substitute for the full name and should be capitalized:

After the Department of School Nurses was organized, the
Department... .

NOTE: In NEA publications, the word .Issociatiun should be
capitalized when used to refer to the National Education Asso-
ciation, even when it stands alone.

NOTE: Do not capitalize united teaching profession when re-
ferring to the National Education Association. This descriptive
phrase is not an alternate official title and should nut be used in
that way.

2.4.12. Formal names of groups of people and races should be
capitalized:

Chicanos First Americans
Saxons Negroes
Orientals Caucasians

NOTE: Group designations based on physical characteristics
should be lower cased:

black white
brown

EXCEPTION: Black, when synonymous with Afro-American,
should be capitalized.

EXCEPTION: Black and Blacks should be capitalized in a series
of capitalized racial names:

Chinese, Japanese, and Black parents sent a delegation.

2.4.13. The terms NEA headquarters and NEA Centerwhen
referring to the building at 1201 Sixteenth St., N.V., Washing-
ton, D.C. are considered proper names and should be capi-
talized. If NEA is the implied antecedent, headquarters and
(]enter should be capitalized even when not preceded by NM.

20



Capitalization

2.5 Nio.cellaneous

2.5.1. When spelled out, academic degrees should not be capi-
talized (see 1.1.1. for abbreviations):

master of arts bachelor of laws

2.5.2. The names of seasons of the year should not be capi-
talized.

2.5.3. The abbreviations B.C., .1.D., E.S.T., and D.S.T. should
be capitalized (see 3.2.2. for position and 3.3.3. for repetition
of century). Do not capitalize a.m., p.m., or m.

21



Dates am/ hm.

3. IMTES AND TIME

3.1. General Rules (see 8.1.1. for treatment of decades)

3.1.1. The ordinal forms IU!. rd. 1/i. and st should he omitted in
dates expressed by figures. However, after the nuth has been
established, subsequent references to dates in that month should
be in written ordinal form:

She will arrive here on Nlay 1 :3 and will leave for Mexico on the
twentieth.

January 2 October 1

3.1.2. No comma should be used between the month and the°
year in a date, unless the number of the da!, is used:

December 1972 December 10. 1972

3.1.3. In a date, the year should be set off by commas if .e
year follows the month and the day in text:

On March :3. 1973. he will turn 65.

3.2. A.D. and B.C.

3.2.1. A.D. and B.C. should be set in capitals with periods and
without space.

3.2.2. A.D. precedes the year; B.C. follows the year (see 2.5.5.
for capitalization and 3.3.3. for repetition of hundreds):

A.D. 1973 500 B,G,

3.3. Spans of Time

3.3.1. A dash should be used to mark the omission of the word
lo when indicating a span of time:

Nlay June 1936
January 1. 1972 January 1. 1973

NOTE: See 16.2.2. for the typing of a dash.

22



Dates and .Time

NOTE: When the word from is used in such an expression, the
word to must be used instead of a dash:

The fiscal year runs from .Jutie I. l971. to .1 tine 1, 1972.

3.3.2. To indicate a span of years, tvo figures should be used
for the terminal years:

19tY 1911-18

EXCEPTION: When the first year ends-in two zeroes, the en-
tire figure should be written for the terminal year:

1900-1973

EXCEPTION: hiur figures are sometimes used for the trminal
date on covers, title pages. and in other instances when design is
a primary consideration.

3.3.3. In citations of dates before Christ, the hundreds should
always be repeated:

387-325 B.C. A.D. 170-75

3.4. Clock Time

3.4.1. Spell out times of day in narrative and in text when the
exact minute is nut emphasized.

We eat at half-past seven.
Be there about four o'clock.

NOTE: The word 0 Work is not used with abbreviations of
meridian or with figures.

The baby was born at 10:22.
llis father had to get up at the ungodly hour of 3 a.m.

NOTE: Figures should always be used with abbreviations of
meridian.

itt a.m.
12 m. (noon)

2:30 p.m.
12 p.m. (midnight)
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4. DIVISION OF WORDS

4.1. General Rules

4.1.1. The most recent editi9n of Webster 's New Collegiate
Dictionary (which is based on the 1961 unabridged Webster's
New International Dictionary) should be the authority on word
division. The New International should be consulted for words
not listed in the Collegiate.

4.1.2. A word may be divided only at the end of a syllable, as
indicated in the dictionary:

Mes-mer-ice hegemo-ny

Therefore, words pronounced as one syllable should not be
divided:

honed Loafed picked trilled

EXCEPTIONS: Words of two syllables of which one is (a) a
single vowel or (b) its equivalent should not be divided:

(a) away (b) author
unite either

NOTE: Break hyphenated compound words at the hyphen and
nonhyphenated compound words at the original natural break.
When possible, divide words with prefixes after the prefix;
divide words with suffixes before the suffix.

intro-duce
business-like
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5. FOREIGN WORDS AND PHRASES (see 9.1.3. for plurali-

zation)

5.1. General Rule. Foreign words and phrases appearing in Eng-
lish text should he italicized if they are likely to be unfamiliar
to the reader. When in doubt do not use italics.

5.1.1. The following words have been incorporated into the
English language and should not be italicized:

a priori
ad infinitum
ad nauseum
alma mater
amicus curiae
ante helium
apropos
attache
bona fide
carte e,blanch
cliche
communique
con, contra
debris
denouement
dilettante
en route
entree
entrepreneur
et cetera
ex officio
expose
genre

habeas corpus
laissez faire
mea culpa
milieu
mores
naive
par excellence
per annum
per capita
per diem
per se
pro rata
pro tem
raison dltre
regime,
resume
status quo
subpoena
tete-atete
versus
vice versa
vis-avis

5.1.2. Roman type should be used for (a) foreign titles preced-
ing proper names; (b) names of foreign streets, hotels, and the
like; (c) names of foreign institutions; and (d) names of foreign
coins:

(a) tire Marquette
lierr Dingel
Don Juan

(c) Keichsta,g
Bibliotheque Nationale
Academia Espanola

Champs Elystles
Albergo Nazionale
Louvre

lira
franc
ruble
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5.2. References. Latin words, phrases, and abbreviations used in
literary and legal references should usually be italicized:

circa or cu.. "about"
17. (170ruit). "he lived"
ibid. (ibidem). "the same" reference
idem. "the same" person
loc. cit. (loco (*auto). "in the place cited"
op. cit. (open. Mato). "in the work cited"
passim. "here and there"

EXCEPTIONS:

e.g. (exentpli gratin), "for example"
etc. (et cetera). "and others" or "and so forth"
i.e. (id est). "that is"
v. or vs. (versus). "against"

NOTE: See 10.5.10. for comma after e.g. and i.e.

5.3. Scientific Names. The scientific names of genera, subgenera,
species, and subspecies should be italicized. The names of groups
above genera (phyla, classes, orders, etc.) should be in roman.

the genera Quercus
the family Leguminosac
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6. ITALICS

6.1. Differentiation. Words used with a special meaning should
be italicized the first time they are used; letters used as letters
and words used as words should always be italicized (see 6.4. and
9.1.2. for pluralization):

The wrath of God was discovered to him, in the Miltonian sense.

It was discovered as the nemesis....
It is hoped that a's and b 's will be used as little as possible in this
nontechnical manuscript.
It is often interesting to study a child's use of the word because
in his compositions.

6.2. Ent/Oasis. Italics may be used to emphasize particular words
or phrases:

The basis of his life was hoping, not planning.

CAUTION: If such use of italics is overdone, the desired effect
will be lost.

6.3. Directives (see also 5.2. for use of Latin words)

6.3.1. The words see and see also should be italicized in indexes,
but they should not be italicized in text matter, whether enclos-
f:d in parentheses or not, or in footnotes (see 2.3.3. for capitali-
zation).

6.3.2. The following phrases should be italicized:

Continued
Continued from
To be concluded
To be continued

6.4. Plurals. The plural ending of italicized words should be in
roman type.

The newstand had two Tribunes left.

6.5. Salutations and Signatures

6.5.1. The salutation of an address should be italicized:

Madam President, Ladies, and Gentlemen:
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6.5.2. Italics should be used for a title used after a name in a for-
mal signature, i.e., at the end of a foreword (see 12.3. for capi-
talization).

6.5.3. In a list of names, when identifying titles from more than
one context are given, differentiate the more pertinent title by
setting it in italics:

Francis Eliot, president, NCAL, chairman; Mark 'Thor.....;,
principal, Jefferson School, secretary. . . .

6.6. Titles

6.6.1. The titles of publications should usually be italicized (see
10.9.2. for exceptions that should be enclosed between quota-
tion marks):

books and booklets*
newspapers**
periodicals
.16 Jrnal s
pamphlets
long essays
proceedings
collections

The following also should
quotation marks):

radio and television series
motion pictures
filmstrips

works of art
long poems
cycles of poems
symphonies, operas, and other
long musical compositions

plays
tests and abbreviations of tests

(when published)

be italicized (see 10.9.2. for use of

ships
botanical and zoological names

NOTE: The words Journal, Review, Magazine, and Yearbook
should be italicized even when they stand alone if they are used
as shortened forms of the names of publications being referred
to.

*EXCEPTION: All names for the Bible and other sacred books,
and the divisions of the Bible and other sacred books, should be
set in roman type without quotation marks (sec 2.4.5. for capi-
talization):

Bible
'1 almud
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**NOTE: For consistency in newspaper titles, the initial article
should be set in lower-case roman type and the name of the city
of origin should be capitalized and set in italics:

the New Fork limes the London Times

the Baltimore Sun

NOTE: See 14.39. for treatment of series titles.

6.6.2. Following a possessive or another article, an article at the
beginning of a title should be dropped. If a title is very familiar
or has already been mentioned, it may be shortened:

Dickens' Tale of Two Cities
In his Thle of Two Cities. Dickens. . . .

The National Education Association's Addresses and Proceedings
is usually published in October. The Proceedings. . . .

6.7. Variations Based on Type Face. In italic text, roman type
should be used for words that would be italicized in roman text.
When text is set in capitals and/or small capitals, words that
would normally be italicized should be set in roman upper and
lower case type with quotation marks. Also, when italic type is

not available, boldface type may be used instead.
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7. LISTS AND ENUMERATIONS (see also 2.1.2. for capitaliza-
tion and 6.5.2. for treatment of titles in lists of names)

7.1. Styles for Setting Lists and Enumerations

7.1.1. Space, design, and/or emphasis usually determine the
choice of run-on style or block style. Generally, run-on (or para-
graph) style is preferred for short sequences, especially when
the items are not in sentence form.

7.1.2. Lower-case roman letters or arable numbers in parentheses
should be used to distinguish items in run-on styles; arabic num-
bers with periods should be used in block styleand the items
may be either flush left or indented:

His reasons for taking a vacation were three: (a) fine weather,
(b) his longing for the sea, and (c) the failure of his business.
lie took a vacation because of (a) fine weather, (b) his long-
ing for the sea, and (c) the failure of his business.
liis reasons for taking a vacation were three: (a) The weather
was fine. (b) lie longed for the sea. (c) His business had failed.
lie took a vacation, because (a) the weather was fine, (b) he
longed for the sea, and (c) his business had failed.
his reasons for taking a vacation were three:
1. Fine weather
2. His longing for the sea
3. The failure of his business.
his reasons for taking a vacation were three:

1. The weather was fine.
2. lie longed for the sea.
3. His business had failed.

NOTE: In display material, when considerations of design are
parmount, it is permissible to omit the figures in lists set in
block stile if the different items are distinguished from one
another in some other way, such as by spacing, large dots (bul-
lets), or indention.

7.2. Punctuation. Normal rules of punctuation should be follow-
ed in lists and enumerations (see 10.4.2. for use of colon and
10.6.2. for use of dash).

EXCEPTION: In a block listing of phrases that do not make
complete sentences, there should be no punctuation after any
item except the last, which should be followed by a period (see
7.1.2., fifth example).
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NOTE: When the introductory part of a list is set on a separate
line and is followed by a series of elements each of which, with
the introductory part, makes a complete sentence, each element
of the series should be followed by a period. The introductory
part should be followed by an em dash () to indicate that the
introductory part is implied before each of the following ele-

ments:

It was recommended that
1. All members join the MIA.
2. All members participate actively in national affairs.

Every teacher should
I. Make full use of his own individual talents.
2. Encourage the development of individual capabilities in his

pupils.

NOTE: In any list, whether in paragraph or block style, all items
should be in parallel structure.

7.3. Alphabetization

7.3.1. Alphabetical order should be determined by the first word
of the item, letter by letter; when two items begin with the
same word, the second word--not considering articles and prep-
positionsshould determine the order:

Transfer paradigm
Transfer of training
Transference

7.3.2. In lists consisting entirely of abbreviations each item
should be alphabetized according to 7.3.1. (see example (b),
7.3.3.). When abbreviations are interspersed with fully spelled
entries, the abbreviation should take the position it would if it
were spelled out, especially Mc, which, if spelled out, would
read Mac:

McAdams St. Louis
MacDonald Sainte Beuve
Machinery Salt Lake City
McSweeney Sault Ste. Marie
Manpower
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7.3.3. In alphabetical listings of the states of the United States,
the District of Columbia should be included in the alphabetiza-
tion, rather than placed at the end of the list or separated in
some other way:

(a) Connecticut (b) CT Conn.
Delaware DC D.C.
District of Columbia DE Del.
Florida FL Ha.

7.3.4. In French and Spanish, an article or a compound of an
article and a preposition precedes the name and controls the
alphabetization, whereas a preposition follows; in German also,
a preposition follows:

Del Castillo. Michel
Hu Moncel, Charles
Hindenburg, Paul von
La Fontaine. Jean de
Se"vignt. Marie de

NOTE: In compound names of Americans and Englishmen,
prepositions precede the names and control the alphabetization:

De Quincey
Van Buren
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8. NUMBERS AND FIGURES

8.1. General Rules

8.1.1. Cardinal numbers (one, five, 17, 50, etc.) under 10 usually
should be spelled out; figures usually should be used for 10 and
all larger numbers. All ordinal numbers (first, fifth, seventeenth,
fiftieth, etc.) should be spelled out.

EXCEPTION: Numbers ending with six or more zeros should be
written (a) as a combination of figures and words in nonstat-
istical material but (b) entirely in figures in statistical material,
even when not in tabular form:

(a)25 million (b) 25,000,000
1.5 million 1.500,000

$2 million $2,000,000

EXCEPTION: All numbers at the beginnings of sentences should
be spelled out, but an effort should be made to avoid spelling
out a number that would otherwise be a figure:

Fifty miles away, the land became desert.
Better: The land became desert 50 miles away.

EXCEPTION: All indefinite expressions of number, including
round numbers, should be spelled out:

in the early seventies
(but: in the 1870's)
a thousand and one reasons
lle wrote a thesis of about three thousand words.

EXCEPTION: Numbers used with abbreviations should not be
spelled out:

5 min. Chap. IV

8.1.2. Commas should toe used in numbers , f four or more fig-
ures, except for dates and page numbers.

200 The enrollment totaled 4,925.

4,090 You will find it on p. 1076.

101,060 She was born in 1936.

105.290

8.1.3. Even hundreds from 1,100 through 9,900, when spelled
out, should be treated as hundreds rather than as thousands (ex-
cept for even thousands): for example, 1.500 should read fifteen
hundred, not one thousand five hundred.
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8.1.4. Numbers larger than 1,000, when not even hundreds,
should be in the following form when spelled out:

1,020 one thousand and twenty
1,850 one thousand eight hundred and taty

152,305 one hundred and fifty -two thousand three hundred
and live

8.2. References and Other Numbers in Series. Numerals should
be used for serial numbers that follow their nouns (see 1.4. for
abbreviations):

Bulletin 848
Room 46
grade 6

Plate LX
Figure 4
pp. 4-16

NOTE: Except for lines, pages, tables, and volumes, which are
almost always designated by arabic numbers, the use of either
arabic or roman numbers to designate parts of publications
should be determined primarily on the basis of design.

NOTE: In writing numbers that terminate a sequence, unneces-
sary repetition should be avoided, but single-figure numbers or
an initial cipher should not be used: .

170-71

85-86 (not 85-6)
1094-96

1099.1101
1105-1106 (not 1105-06)
200-201 (nut 200-01)

EXCEPTION: The century may be repeated in epitaph and
obituary style:

Mary Owens (1917.1962) was known for her scientific
research.

8.3. Units of Measurement and Quantity. Figures should be
used for units of measurement and quantity in scientific, techni-
cal, or mathematical text. In ordinary text figures should be
treated according to the rule given at 8.1.1. (see '3. for dates):

Measurt.rnent
7 meters 85° (degrees)
9 bushels 11/2" by 2' by 3"

or 11/2" x 2" x 3"
Mathematical expressions

multiply by 9

Proportions and ratios
4:5 (in statistical matter)
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Money

7it or S.07 $7 million

*NOTE: Except in tabular matter or in connection with other
fractional sums, S2 (not 52.00) should be used:

the article cost $6.
The article cost $6.U() but sold for S6.25.

8.4. Decimals and Fractions

8.4.1. Decimals should be used in preference to fractions for the
sake of appearance and economy. With percent, decimals rather
than fractions should be used

ti.5 pert ent (fled tit.: percent)

NOTE: "lhe percent sign should be used only in tables and
charts.

NOTE: When amounts of less than one are expressed in deci-
mals, the decimal point should be preceded by a zero:

0..56 ozot .156)

Non: The following usages are both correct:
One -halt' of 1 percent
0. percent

8.4.2. Fractions having denominators of 9 or less sliculd be
spelled out and hyphenated; those having denoinivat,is of 10
or more should be set in figures:

one-half
foorninths

7/1 (1

3/11

NOTE: With fractious set as figures, It or as should not b.:
used; if the traction seems to require of a, it should he spelle
out:

1 /too (nut 1 /100th)
nine-tenths of the pie (nut 9/10 of the pie)
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9. PLURALS

9.1. Formation of Plurals

9.1.1. When a compound noun is made up of two nouns of-
which one is primary and the other is subordinate or descrip-
tive, the primary element should be pluralized, whether it is the
first or final part of the compound:

aides-de-camp postmasters general
attorneys at law assistant attorneys general
attorneys general quartermaster generals
courts-martial general counsels
grants-in-aid sisters-in-law
notaries public

NOTE: When a compound noun is formed of two nouns of
equal value, both elements should be pluralized:

coats of arms menservants

NOTE: When a compound has been in use so long that it is no
longer thought of as a compound, it is pluralized as if it were
a simple noun, i.e., the final element is pluralized:

spoonfuls forget-me-nots
pick-me-ups hand-me-downs

9.1.2. Letters, figures, symbols, and words used as words should
be pluralized by adding an apostrophe and an a; plurals of cer-
tain abbreviations should be formed by doubling the initial con-
sonant:

as ijs
10's II. (lines)
IQ's pp. (pages)
(but: dois and don'ts)

9.1.3. In general, when there is a choice, (a) English plurals
should be used in popular writing, and (b) Latin plurals should
be used in scientific writing:

(a)lle offered several formulas for happiness.
(b)Though discussed in the context of number theory. the

mathematical formulae given in Section 8 have practical
application.

(a)There are many indexes of popularity.
(b) Persons having cephalic indices of less than 80 are classi-

lied dolichocephalic.
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NOTE: The preference of English to Latin or Greek plurals is
based primarily on usage. Though certain Latin and Greek plu-
rals arc almost invariably preferred- data, bases, theses, crises.
phenomena. symposia it is generally advisable to use the Eng-
lish plural when in doubt. Curriculums should be used in edu-
cation publications.

9.2 Agreement of Number

9.2.1. Though a subject composed of two singular nouns joined
by and normally takes a plural verb, a singular verb may beand
often should be--used if the thought is definitely singular, and if
the two singular nouns refer to different aspects of the same
person or thing:

The sum and substance of the report is simple: more training
is needed.
The owner and manager of the restaurant is always there after
six.
The invention and development of plastics has revolutionized
our era.

9.2.2. Singular nouns connected by or, nor, either . . . or, or
neither . . . nor should be followed by a singular verb.

Neither the teacher nor the principal has been able to influence
this pupil.

NOTE: If subjects (nouns or pronouns) of different number or
different person or both are joined by one of these conjunctions,
the subject nearer the verb determines the number and person
of the verbthough such constructions should be avoided:

Either they or he is correct.
Either he or they arc correct.
Better: Either he is correct, or they are.

When a collective noun is intended to convey the idea
of the group as a whole, it should be followed by a singular
verb; when it is used to designate the individuals composing the
group, a plural verb should be used:

The committee are in disagreement about the budget.
The jury is unified in opinion.
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NOTE: When majority is used to mean most of. it should be
treated as a plural. Similarly, number is plural when the idea of
multiplicity is stressed, singular when the idea of unity is
stressed.

The majority of the voters are enthusiastic.
A majority was not present.
A number are going to campaign for the candidate.
The number of traffic accidents has increased.

9.2.4. A clause or other group of words serving as a singular
subject should be followed by a singular verb:

When to speak and when to keep silent is a problem never solved
by some and never considered by others.

9.2.5. The names of sciences and arts ending in irs (a) should
be construed as singular when used in a theoretical sense and
(b) should be construed as plural when used in a practical sense:

(a)
(b)

(a)
(b)

Tactics is still an important branch of military training.
His Machiavellian tactics were effective.
Politics is a subject to be avoided in social conversation.
The politics of negotiating the rent control bill were
quite complex.

Other examples of such words:

acoustics linguistics
dynamics phonics
economics statistics
ethics

9.2.6. When a subject and a predicate nominative are of differ-
ent number, the verb should agree with the subject:

The Dorians were a northern people.
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10. PUNCtUA tION

Punctuation should never intrude on the reader or in any other
way in .rfere with comprehension. Punctuating too closely may
distract her or him; punctuating insufficiently may leave her or
him confused. Using punctuation marks stronger than necessary
will interrupt or confuse the reader.

When two different ways of punctuating are equally correct out
of context, the editor should be scrupulous in observing the
Writer's punctuation. in order not to cause an inadvertent change
in substance or emphasis. For example. contrast the following:

'The man who arrived early had a choice of seats.

and
The man. who arrived early, had a choice of seats. (See 10.5.4.)

10.1. Accents and Other Diacritical Marks. In foreign languages,
accents and other diacritical marks are essential parts of the
words and must be printed, Even when foreign words have been
incorporated into the English language, their diacritical marks
are often retained. Consult the dictionary to determine in which
cases the diacritical marks have been dropped and in which cases
they have been retained:

10.2. Apostrophe to Form the Possessive Case

10.2.1. Use of the Possessive Form (see 6.(i.2. for use with titles)

10.2.1.a. Some orpflii,at ions whose names imply the idea of
possession use the apostrophe; others do not. The name of any
firm or association should 1w spelled exactly as it appears on the
letterhead or publications of the firm or association:

Maryland State Teachers* Association
California Teachers Association
International Ladies* Girment Workers' Union

St. Elizabeths Hospital
Prince Georges County School System

10.2.1.b. Tlw possesshe form should he used before gerunds
[verb forms ending in lug that are used as nouns :

I am happy to learn of your friend's winning the race.

I dislike that man's being criticized.
(cf: I dislike that man being criticized.)
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10.2.1.e. The possesshe ease is used in such general terms as
the' following:

two weeks' va, ation
a dollar's worth

NOTE: When the alterivate form t weck vacation is used,
the possessive form should not be used.

fir pity's s.t he

10.2.2. Formation of the Possessive Case

I 0.2.2.a. The possessive case of singular ii( fills should he formed
by adding an apostrophe and an s.

professor's mass's
Smith's jazz's

LNCLI'l ION: ilte possessive case of polysyllabic singular nouns
ending in s ur ()titer sibilant sounds should be f(brined by adding
an apostrophe only.

governess' Sophocles' Lihowitz'

NOTE: This rule does not apply to nouns ending in silent
sibilants or to Spanish names ending in which is pronounced
th:

Desartes's .krhansas's Gomez's

10.2.2.b. The possessive case of plural nouns ending in s should
be formed by adding an apostrophe only; the possessive of plu-
ral nouns not ending in s should be formed by adding an
apostrophe and an s:

professors'
girls'

women's
for appearances' sake

10.2.2.e. The possessive of compound nouns, of phrasal nouns,
and of two or more nouns in apposition shouid be formed by
adding the appropriate apostrophe or apostrophe and s to the
last word (in modern American usage this rule has come to
apply to someone ClAr and similar expressions):

father in-law's wishes
attorney general's responsibility
,tt Jones the shoemaker's shop

anyone else's
someone else's
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10.2.2.d. Comntopt possession should be indicated by putting in-
to the possessive case (filly the final name of the pair or group;
indii.idua/ possession should he indicated by putting the name
of each individual into the possessive case:

in!. aunt and uncle's house
Phillips. Redmond, and Johnson's experiment
George's and William's bicycles

10.3 Brackets

10.3.1.a. Brackets should he used to set off corrections, supplied
omissions, and editorial interpolations in quoted matter:

"During this fiscal year, which will end August 3(1(31(
the Association will...."
"lhe activies of the National Art 1 Education( Association...."
"Pie last year of Queen Elizabeth's reign 116(131 was the end of
an era.-

10.3.1.h. Brackets should he used around sic ("in this manner,"
"thus") to indicate that misspelling or error in the original is
being reproduced literally:

he mayor said. "Ile and his cohoots (sic1 don't have a chance."

NOTE: Italics should always he used for sic.

10.3.2. Brackets should he used when parentheses are needed
within parentheses:

(see Jones, John. I Mac and Day. 1956. (Edited by Henry M.
Nlattliews.1 I

10.-1. Colon

10.4.1. The colon sin add he used between two independent
clauses when the second either (a) restates or (I)) amplifies the
first (see 2.1.1. for capitalization):

(a) Exhaustion had taken its toll: he was too tired to move.

lb) WPGC's leam t ompletely outplayed the faculty's; it had
more runs, snore hits, and no errors.
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10.4.2. A colon should be used (a) between an introductory
clause and a series of illustrations and (b) between a series and a
summar:zing clause that follows (see 7.1.2. and 7.2. for use in
lists and 10.6.2. for use of clash):

(a) Submission of clean copy has sev, :al very definite advan-
tages: it facilitates accurate copy fitting, it simplifies edi-
ting, and it minimizes typographical errors,

(b) Intelligence, education, hard work, and good luck: all these
are essential to success.

NOTE: A colon should not be used following a verb or a prep-
osition. To avoid this construction, (a) omit the colon, (b) insert
a gathering word to which the items following are in apposition,
or (c) insert the phrase us pilau's:

(a)

(b)

(u)

l'he members she nominated are .Jones, Joyce. and Rogers.
She nominated three members: Jones. Joyce. and Rogers.
The members she nominated are as follows: Jones, oyce,
and Rogers.

Inot: The members she nominated are: Jonesjoyce. and
Rogers.

not: The subjects came from: Eckerd College, Wheaton
College. and the University of Pennsylvania.)

10.4.3. A colon should be used before (a) direct statements,
(b) direct questions, and (c) direct quotations that are formally
introduced:

(a) This is my thesis: Bureaucratic incompetence lowers
taxpayers' confidence in government.

(b) The question may be raised: Does inconsistency of
style distract the reader?

(c) I quote from Section 2 of the Charter of the National
Education Association: -That the purpose and objects
of the said corporation shall be to elevate the charac-
ter and advance the interests of the profession of teach

. ."

NOTE: When a direct quotation is informally introduced or
worked into the sense of a sentence, a colon is not used:

The teacher said, Tomorrow we will talk about the Indians."
We must always keep in mind that, according to our Charter,
one of our purposes is "to elevate the character and advance
the interests of the profession of teaching...
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10.4.4. '11w colon should generally be used before namely, for
example. that is, viz., e.g., i.e., and similar expressions when
they are f'dlowed by a complete independent clause:

Ile has a number of far-fetched ideas: fur example. he
wants to build .1 medieval cavil(' in the Sahara.

EXCEPTION: k.t.hen such an expression is not followed by an
independent clause, it should be preceded and followed by a
comma:

Ile had two definite aspirations. namely. to grow taller than
Henry and to beat him at tennis,

EX( :EPTION: If such expressions as namely and for example are
followed by nuffe than one complete sentence, they should be
preceded by a period and followed by a colon:

Ile made a number of proposals. For example: Teachers should
have higthr: salaries. Classes should be smaller. Administrators
should have adequate clerical staffs.

10.4.5. A colon slumld be used after a salutation (see 2.4. for
forms of salutation):

1)ear Reader:
.11r. l'req,lent. laulis, and lintlmen:

10. LG. A. c,,hm should be used between the titles and subtitles
of books (see 2.2.1. for capitalization of subtitles anti 13.39. for
their inclusi(m in fo()tnotes a.'d bibliographies):

currieuhim Dr.:w/o/mew: History

10.4.7. In brief informational material, a colon should be used
between the introductory wore{ or phrase anti following; apposi-
tional matter:

Instructions: rear on dotted line.

10.5. Comma (see also 3.1.2. and 3.1.3. for use in dates, 8.1.2.
for use in numbers, 10..3. for use with direct quotations, 10.4.4.
fir use with namely, and 10.9.5.a. for use within quotations).

10.5.1. Co(mlinate clauses joined by a conjunction should be
separated by a comma unless the clauses are very short:
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She left and the child cried.

On such a disagreeable and gloomy day no one was surprised
that tempers were short. and the frequent outbursts from the
peeved proofreader were accepted without comment.

John lost and Philip won.

EXCEPION: If the coordinate clauses are very long and com-
plicated and themselves contain commas, they should be sep-
arated by a semicolon:

Alice, who loved frantic activity and was widely known among
her friends as a camera bug, spent her entire vacation in Paris
sight-seeing. % isiting museums, and snapping pictures of every-
thing about her; but Ralph, who preferred to take things easy
and soak up the atmosphere, was most often seen strolling along
the banks of the Seine and sitting in sidewalk cafes.

I.ess complicated clauses also may be separated by a semicolon
or a dash if a more pronounced break is desired for reasons of
style or logic (see 10.6.1. for use of dash):

.1any are anxious to join up; but few are qualified.
Many are anxious to join up but few are qualified.

10.3.2. Interdependent antithetical clauses should be separated
by a comma:

The older he grows, the more childish his political concepts
become.
Not words, but deeds, are called for now.

NOTE: Correlative phrases are normally essential parts of a
sentence and are therefore not set off by commas:

Neither the local police nor the Flit has been able to catch
up with the robber.
She was sensitive not only to the culture of the people but
also to their style.

In certain cases, however, correlative phrases can be construed
as unessential to the meaning of the sentence and set off by
commas:

The play was a success. not only in the opinion of the
audience but also in the opinion of the critics.

10.5.3. A comma should be used after (a) introductory adverbial
and adjectival clauses, (h) long introductory adverbial or ad-
jectival phrase., (c) introductory adverbs modifying the entire
clause following, and around (d) adjectival or participial phrases
bet ween a subject and a verb:
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la) When .John had finished his homework, he went out to play.
Whoever he may be. he will be welcome.

(b) Early in the morning of the last day of the month she started
out.
Knowing James would 4-tune earlyjohn was ready.

(c) Vn fortunately . John will never graduate.

(d) Robert. knowing his own tendency to tardiness, deliberately
left early.

NOTE: When such clauses, phrases, or words are preceded by a
conjunction, they should not be separated from the conjunc-
tion by a (*(

Mary had been looking forward to her first visit to the theater,
and when the lights went down, it seemed a magic moment.

10 5.4. Atherbial clauses following a main clause should be
separated from it by a comma oiv zehe they are clearly non-
restrictir,.. Nonrestrictive adverbial clauses add explanation or
concessions and are typically introduced by such conjunctions
as because, since, and though. Nonrestrictive adjectival clauses
do not restrict or limit the meaning of the nouns they modify,
but rather supply information not essential to the sense of the
sentence. Restrictive clauses, whether adverbial or adjectival,
cannot be omitted without changing the meaning of the sen-
tence.

Peace will come if men are ready for it. (restrictive)
Peat e will come, because men are ready for it. (nonrestrictive)
(he man who arrived early had a choice of seats. (restrictive)
(.11L man, who arrived early, had a choice of seats. (nonrestrictive)

10.3.3. Elements ma essential to the thought of the sentence
should be set off by commas.

I 0.3.5.a. Parenthetical clauses and phraseS should be set ()If by
commas (see 10.6.1. for use of dash):

,John. successful though he was, was never happy.
Ile w.ts as tall as. though much younger than. his brother.

NOTE: Dashes may be used instead of commas to emphasize a
break in thought or to clarify a construction; parentheses may
be used to de-emphasize the importance of the parenthetical
matter:

,john bless his soul was a good man.
These terms communism, socialism, fascism will be discussed
in today's lecture.
The intense heat (90°) affected his work. 45
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10.5.5.1). APP"`Il'vc vunis .111i1
COMIllaS:

should be set off by

Ihr Romans.. their c onquerors. allowed them some antonoinv
I he (,reeks, or liellenes. dominated the .cgcatt.
to be or not to 1w. that is the question.

XC:EPTWN: Restrictive appositives should not he so off by
cunnnas:

Ills wife, Man,. . . . he has onb, one wile
Austin's novel .11ansfic1ci Park. . . she wrote more than one
novel

10.5.5.c. Conjunctivs: adverbs should be set off by commas (see
list at 10.10.1):

Therefore the cats were quite pleased with their new quarters.

EXCEPTION: Conjunctive adverbs that are h)gically closely con-
nected with their verbs should not be set off by commas:

Therefore we decided to go out to 1,Inch.

NOTE: Colijunctive adverbs should be distinguished front the same
words used as simple adverbs:

Ilowever intelligent he is, he still has mw.h to learn.

10.5.5.d. Nouns of address should be set off by commas:

Staffers. I have been pleased with your work.

10.3.3.e. Interjections should be set off by commas:
"Wow, a real Christmas tree" is what Kate said.

10.3.6. Elements in a Series

10.5.6.a. All elements in a series of three or inure clauses, phrases,
or words should be separated by commas:

,John played first base, Bob played shortstop. and little Billy was
the water boy.
You can reach me by telephone, before nine o'clock, between one
and two, and after six.
Classroom teachers, principals and superintendents rarely agree.



1)1111C1 tuition

tyyo adje( Ines pre( edint4 a noun (lo not each modify
the oun separately, i.e., when the second adjective and the noun
clinstitute .1 idea inodit ied by the first adjective or when the

set ond Act tiYe is modit ied by the first adjectiY-, these tvo atilt:L.-

1R,, do not I onstitule a stiles and thrb chi not requir(' a com-

ma:

her friendly black dog
Phis solid gold att h
(but: his glistri(ti!4, wavy hair)

1..XCEP HON: When the elements in .t series themselves contain
«untnas. they should he separated by semicolons (see also 10.10.2.
tor this use ul the semicolon):

Orr his av to work he whistled happily. though he knew nut
wh%; when his day's work was dime and he was walking home,
he hummed: and he sang while he puttered in his shop.

I 0-1.6.1). PAIL s 411 1.441sCS, 11111',Ist'S, ,11141 V(.411.1s 114)t jOille(1 by and, or,
or ilur hit)111(1 ht scparatud 11(1111 each other and front the rest of
the sentence by commas:

YiLit he had hoped fur, what he had achieved, were both
known by his friends.
Golth: to wit k. t tutting home from work, he whistled
ha)1p11%.

Silently. stealthily. the t onimande crept toward the tree.

10.3.7. comma should he used to indicate the omission of it
Yvord %cords:

Yttiuda .Ydams was 37: her husband, 'Mi.

10.5.8. 1 he «mmia should be used \vile)) necessary for clarity. (a)
%%hen yyor(ls arc out of normal order. (1)) \viten two identical or
lowly yords appcar in sequence, ('1 \viten two unrelated

numbers appear in sequence, and (d) \viten tyyo adjacent Yords
mistakenly be read (');;ether:

tal With anyone, ,John would share what he had.

(b) Whatever will he. will be.
o 1 un June 29, 582 delegates arrived at the hall.

o Robert. Johnson was an enigma.

.\ t omma should alYvaY s fallow i.e. and e.. (see 5.2.).
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10.(1. 1)aslx (sue 1.3.1. tor use in spans of time)

10.6.1. the dash should be used to mark an interruption of the
the n.41it of cullstril( tiutl 1)1 .1 sCtItelICt (set' 10.5.1. for comparison

ith similar use i1 cumin.' and 10.!').5..1. tor use parenthetical
elvmentsu

If the .Johnsons ome Ilea% en forbid! rememlwr to re-
arrange the seatinL.
Let us resort' this problem by making a careful analysis
of the original data but it's hardly worth the trouble.

NOTE: .k dash may he substituted for (a) a comma, (b) a semi-
colon, or (c) a colon %vhen it is desirable, for stylistic reasons, to
make a sh.irper break in the sentence than these marks of punctua-
ti()n pro% ide:

IA We ha% e won this battle but we It.we not won the war.
lb) It is late so let us get on with it
le 1 !Irani). wealth. children. and power all these do tint

mg( essai make a man happy.

10.6.2. When one element of a sentence is set on a separate line
and Is followed b% a series of elements each ()I which, %vith the first
element, forms a complete sentence, the first element should be
followed b% a dash (see also 7.2. for use of dash in lists and 10.4-.2.
for Use 1)1 culun in fists):

l'he Commit tee ret minuends
1. That additional teacher aides be employed.
2. I hat the principal's clerical staff be increased

by two.

10.6.3. A dash should he used between the two elements of a com-
pound word when one element is hyphenated or consists of two
words (see 1.2.2. for use in compounds of United States and 3.3.1.
for use in spans of time):

Wilkes-Barre Philadelphia Road
Paris Nlarsviiles connection

10.7. Ellipsis Points

10.7.1. 1 Luce points of ellipsis should be used to indicate an omis-
s,vithin .1 ginned sentence. Finn. !mints should be used to indi-

cate the omission of the end of a sentence (or a question mark
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and three points it the quotation ends with a question nu 10, (see
also I 0.9.5.C. for !UM CI 11,0 loll of quotations). Four ellipsis points
can also indicate the omission of the beginning of the next sen-
tence, all of the next sentence or sentences, or an entire para-
:;rah or more. In each o ast! Iherc shuldd Sp.ICC between the
last ',Void and the first point of ellipsis.

The Charter of the NIA, Section 2, reads as follows: "That
the purpose and objects . shall be to elevate the character
and advance the interests of the profession of teaching and
to promote the t Just. of education...."

NOTE: If a quotation] that begins in the middle of a sentence is not
formally introduced, it is nut necessary to indicate the omission of
the tirst pat t of the quotation by points of ellipsis. If a quotation]

. ends with a period, it is not necessary to indicate that the text con-
tinues by points of ellipsis at the end:

the L. is committed by its Charter "to promote the cause
of education in the :lined States."

NOTE: A formally introduced quotation should begin with a
capital letter. even it the first word of the quotation dues not be-
gin a sentence in the original.

EXCEPTION: Three points of ellipsis may be placed before the ex-
cerpt to retain the lower case letter.

10.8. Hyphen. One of the main uses of the hyphen is to form com-
pounds. Some compounds are well established; some arc in the
process of development; and sonar are purely impromptu, con-
trived to) serve .1 particular purpose. Permanent compounds follow
no rules 0)1 hyphenation, but they can he found in the dictionary.
Impromptu compounds, on the other hand. must he formed on the
basis of rule. Some general rules follow for the formation of im-
promptu compounds.

10.8.1. Prefixes, Suffixes, tnd Combining Forms

10.8.1.a. 11w hyphen should usually not be used in compounds
homed from ome word and one or more of the following prefixes,
suffixes, or combining foams:
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ant 11411Avar ant mutter
audio trrl,lluttleter. , miloistial
14i iv veld\

fie \ist , spunsor Um 1: I wmkt'll
14 ter min (rre.piunage 4 011,tteriTc0liirjonary

41, Imitable .1, (brim,
extra x ra4 urn( ular

r4 \trot ert
hildhood

in innumerable Ibri I : in %ervice bt' ailw in means "in
the midst rather than "tvithotct")

in ter intertl.itional. in icrrulatt.(1
infra amtiral
intro in tri4vert. intrutluc
14.4v worthic 4, Ineatirsc
11'. busitiesshke

ttriAstate. misinterpret
44ot/ti mithiclinielNit411,11
?hitt ?twigovertitnental, mortndtrtninci
w.r itien onti(ient, w.erratd
ihira paraproir ssiunal. ilaralettal
14041 1)44% (graduate. 1)041 test

Ins4 12001. pre at l ustotn
r. at t iiantti
4c114i 444411 pr4414. ssional

4444 14) 4)4 ec ()noun(
444 ubtropie 414 b test

N'Ider It ,11111)1iVIlt`gtll. n der 1*.Itt

4 Id,' statcceidc. (")11utt tebb

t:omotinds made vith the follmving elements arc usually
hyphenated:

4111

flu twrit
elec
ex I torinr
qua.% i

g

4r// int hisite. ,eh -i)owerftil
secretart.
president 4/4.4

president
(Mehl lal
41 c iden t 1: (hood. Art Rattle)

invsident

10.8.1.b, 1 he hyphen should be used in compounds formed from
one \y"ril and one or more prefixes, suffixes, and combining forms
\viten ,,,r' te) .1\ uld in istvading or to distinguish it compound

-that uses the essential element in its primary meaning from a om-
ound in %Odell the essential elentent hits a modified meaning:

for, (contrast reform)r, creation (4.44ttrast recreation) form
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10.8.1.c. 11w 1w tist.d between .1 prefix ur
combining fuin and the ward full()%vitig %vitn a %()%vel 'Would be
dutibled:

1"1- t'\i%11111-:

EXCEPHON: .11 curding to It'hAter..% Thin/ .Veic /w/at/mud
/)ictiauty, thr '.weds c(mprate and cm)rdittate and their deia-
ti%cs and words with the prefix re shuuld tar printed vithuut
hyphen.

reentry reestablish

10.8.1.d. The li }Men shuuld usually he used between prefix ur
combining lurni ending in a and a hilluwing ward beginning, in U.
in tinier to pre% cot the tu vuvels' being read .Is .1 single suund:

infra tirb.tri extra university

10.8.1.e. Fhe phe shuuld he used between a prefix. suffix, or
cumbining form and the %%a(I to %vine') it is juind when a run-
sunant vutild be t unitisingly tripled:

skill /r,v ,ht II like

10.8.1.. .11w 11\ phut) he used between a prefix or com-
bining loan and .1 num) ur adjectir beginning with a capital letter:

pi's/ Renaissance
pn Dorian

(..vtra- I.cague

French

leinpurary Colup)nd .kdiectk es

10.8.2.a. kt....len a cuttmuund adjective is cumpused of ail adjective
and .1 num), these tvu wards shuuld usually be connected by a
hyphen to sltu that these t \v(i vurds together nudity the third
greed, that the mile( tie muddies the first nutm and nut the
scru!:

Ei%r (lunar pens if Hntraq five dollar pens)
but air vents h tinirtiq but air vents)

EXCEPTI()N: Irl mail\ instances 1mi:4 usage ul the iwu cicmcnts in
( unjum tiuti has made it natural to read them together. Hyphens
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silt mid nut used in these instances. nor, lot t he same raso,
.% heti ht/th dements of the cump()1111(1 adicct ic are I apit

adult t &cation fat dines
art ethit ition materials
busint.s. Hut Akin progi am
child stiitl 'raining
tla. t art. I cuter
(1(411(111.1r; st 11001 principal
grass roots effol t
high intelligent r trout)
high school studyat
lioni et onliics i l,trut non
industrial at ts t lassi.00ms
junior high st hoot building
language arts wackier%
liberal art% collygt.
middle I lass culture
nurse! st 1104)1 enrollment

pyr api la expeditur
ph sit .11 edit ation vticiitiment
pits sit al st ant t. topit s
tuahlir st 11001 distrit t
st ht .)I board ruling
set ontla school textbooks
senior hi,11 st haul level
sot ial studies curriculum
subject matter area

lawg Island traffic.
Ohl Testament times
!sew England dinner
North .merican agriculture

1CI.1' 1 ION: Fureign phrases used as ctunpt adjectives
ituttici nut he hyphenated. hcause it is cit'ar that the two ele-
ments 1)1 the eumputtd should be read together:

vs (illicit) delegate laissyz fain. economy

1 0.8.2,1). .°° cumpuund adieutie lurnied I'rum an adjectie and a
noun t() %vhich ur eel has been (tdded sliuul(I usually he hy-
phenate(i:

stout hearted sure-footed

I 0.8.2.C. A et )1111)()1111(1 .uljeetiC Funned fruit) an adjectie. adverb.
ur mum and (a) .1 present (». (1)) .1 }hist patiCipIC usually he
hyphenated (see also I 0(8.1(.0:

(al child-rearing prat tiers
decisionmaking function
prublesolving tet liiques
teat her-training institution

I)) many-faceted tuoblem
dark colored t 'tithes
long-vanished civilizations
war-torn nations

XC1.1) I ION: II the acherb element ()I the cumpuund adjective
ends ill /V lour any ()titer easun cuuld nut be misread as a simple
adjectkc muddying the nunn. a hyphen should nut be used unless
the 1Vurd is .1 1/C1'111.111CW e()111p()1111(1 .1dieCtI1C:

t'Senk' di%itletl Vtitt Will
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111.8.2.d. %eilis ending ill prepositions arc not
hyphenated. a compound adectic !rum the present or past parti-
i. one )1. these %(..ths %vith its prposition should he 11v-
1)henalt.11:

Ile wok Hutt. pt the speeding up pm( tass )II the (urn( (dun).
:saring the battened tlit%%n hat( hes. 1w bet. Amy worried.

11,/,/: I ht. %%ork must bi %petalled up.

flatten tit)%%ii the hatt lies.)

10.8.:1. lempinai Compound Niiiins

I0.8.3.a. nouns from .t noun and .1 present
pati( iplta should ustIalk he (Ink plictiated (se 1(1.8.2. for coin-

%sin( 11 snoniti he hyphenated):

Pill t,u,n t t1 AWN,

llrul,Irtt1 stkIng
teacher training
dint: noteakingl

10.8.3.h. I hoti.),11 ompound %rlis ending in a preposition are
%%Ekrn as 1%%i, %vords. ompiitind nouns formed from these %erhs
includin, those formed from their present participles should he
II phi:timed or written .ts sint;le %%ads:

t me in It runt the %tar!) 1-, a.,. in
(111)1)(nu I num the %tart) lu dr,q) ,,t/t)
1.1% out Itrum the %ell) (.1 /ar
phaseout ilrum the %TO) /thaw ''fill
,told) Itru uit the verb t,, t up/

10.8.3.c. `1 hell a ( iimpound noun is formed of tvii n(mn, "Ft:quid
%Atte used to..tetner t1, intlivate dial the person or thing referred to
partakes of the hahtt tel or both nouns. the Ivo Clenleins should
he joined !)lien:

man t !Uhl

dinner -dam r

st.ttestnan

%soterphou)grapher

10.8.1. Val iation .1(..i11)ora (:iimpotinds Because or Position

10.8.-.a. Compound *idl( ti%es should usually not Ix hyphe tilted
hen the\ lulhm. the noun the 'nudity. bet misc. there is no danger
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of ambiguity; in permanent compound adjectives retain
their mttal form whether they precede or follow the notIll they
modify:

Ilk clothes were dark colored. (contract tl.trkcoloretl clothes)
Ile found that the problem was mam faceted. (contrast nutty-

faceted problem)
Nations that are war torn.... vemtrast war-torn nations)
(but: Holmes was both wellborn and well-read.)

10.8.4.1). If .it) adjective is used before a compound noun that is
normally written as two words. the innin should be hyphenated to
prevent misreading (see I 0.$.2.a. for hyphenation 4,1 compound
adjectives composed of an adjective and .1 main);

red color litter (normally color filter)

10.8.4.c. When an 'adjective preceding a solid compound noun
nn)difics only the first elenietit of the compound, the compound
should he sepaate(I and the first two elements treated according
to the rule given in I 0.8.2.a.:

oldbook dealer (normally booktlealer)
public school boy (normally schoolboy)

an adverb precedes a eentipaind adjective formed
of a hyphenated present or past participle and a preposition, it
usually tmnlifies the whole compound, not just the first element,
and Sc it should be joined to the compound adjective by a hyphen:

well-eared-for house
long-drawn-out dialogue

10.9 Quotation Marks

10.9.1. quotation marks should be used to enclose direct quota-
tions and direct discourse. Primary quotations should be enclosed
in double quotation maks; quotations within quotations should
he enclosed in single quotation marks (see 2.1.3. for capitalization
and 10.4.3. for use of colon):

Susan whispered, "When ,Joe says, be early,' he really
means eight o'cloc k."
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X(3 .1'110N: Verse quotations of more than two lines and prose
quotations of more than lte lines should be set in smaller type
or indented- or boll, %%idiom quotation marks.

EXCEL' l'1ON: Direct thoughts and qtwstions showld not be en-
closed in quotation marks:

The teacher will ask, Vow can this be done'

EXCEPTION: (2uotation marks should not be 'used (a) with often
quoted familiar phrases, (I)) with foreign quotations that are set in
Italics, and (0 in plays, interviews, minutes, proceedings, and the
like where the name of the speaker is given to the side and usually
it11, set in a different type or separated from the following copy
b ((loll.

10.9.1.a. Each of the interrupted parts of a direct quotation should
be enclosed in quotation marks:

Ile reports 111.11, in Spite of the fat t that -the ratio of boys
to girls was I I): I which might he considered a failure of
control, -thene was no significant difference."

10.9.1.1). When reduced type is not available, as in typewritten
material, quotation m:trks should he used b jir each p:tagraph of
prose or stanza of poetry (looted, but only after the last paragraph
or stanza.

10.9.2. The titles of unpublished and certain published works
should be enclosed in quotation marks rather than being italicized
(see 6.6.1. fur italicization):

parts of published works
ism h as chapters,
speeches, articles)

ancient manuscripts
short essays
short stories

short musical compositions
short poems
brochures
leaflets
unpublished manuscripts

The names of the following also should be in roman type with
quotation marks:

radio programs
TV programs

aircraft
themes
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10,9.3, 'latish! ions id Foreign words and phrases should
he enclosed in quotation marks:

the so-called leather bag %vas labeled natz, which means
06.,. nth,. lit

I0.9.4. Quotation marks should not be used with slang or collo
quial expressions; if such an tApression is appropriate to the cull-
ttAt, the titiutatiuti Marks are unnecessary, and i1 it is inappro-
priate, it should not be used. Quotation marks arc usually un-
nueessarV after site expressions as ca//d, so-called, and known
as.

I 0.9.5. Other ptlllcfllatlun Used vi t 11 (lin) tat iS uftell
placed (nit uf lid order and st onetime% must be dropped to
pre% cult (It )uhle punctuat

I 0.9.5.a. .1 period ur comma should .11as be placed inside quota-
tion marks, whether or not it I:lungs to the quoted matter itself:

the fat ts do not support .Jones's claim that there is
"a significant dcrAse in the size of high school classes.-
though Jones reports "a significant decrease in the size
of high school classes.- the Lit ts do not support his con-
( lusion.

1 0.9.5.b. A colon or senneuluti shuuld be placed outside quota-
tion marks:

( here has been ".t significant decrease in the size of high
si 11001 classes": Jones cattle to this conclusion.
Jones reports "a significant decrease in the size of high
st 11001 classes": however, the facts do not support his
conclusion.

I 0.9.5.c. Terminal quotation marks double or single and double--
should be at companied by only one other punctuation mark, what-
ever is str(mgest is retained. and .any other marks are dropped. A
question mark or an exclamation point should he placed either in-
side ur uticside the (imitation marks according to whether it belongs
to the sentence ur the quoted matter; any other punctuation
mark should be placed inside the quotation marks:

Nlary asked anxiously. "11'liat shall we do'"
John said wearily. "You know the colonel always shouts,
'Carry on!'"
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NOTE: When the sentence as a whole and the quotation at the
end of the sentence both ask a question, a single question mark
should be placed inside the quotation marks:

Who asked, "What will save us?"
What did you do when Mary said. "Let George do it"?
Mary asked. "What will you do when the boss says, 'Now I
am ready to read your report'?"
Ile said, "Mary said, 'Did I say it?"'

10.10. Semicolon

10.10.1.a. Coordinate clauses not joined by a coordinating con-
junction should be separated by a semicolon:

Mary jumped for joy; Johnny beat the drum.

NOTE: Conjunctive adverbs (accordingly, also, besides, conse-
quently, furthermore, hence, however, instead, moreover, never-
theless, otherwise, so, still, then, therepre, thus) should not be
confused with coordinating conjunctions:

I agreed to go; nevertheless I was not very enthusiastic.

10.10.1.6. Coordinate clauses joined by a coordinating conjunction
should be separated by a semicolon when a stronger break than a
comma provides is needed either (a) to emphasize a contrast or a
break in thought or (b) to clarify the structure of a sentence, par-
ticularly when long clauses, themselves containing commas, are in-
volved:

(a) Obedience to law brings liberty; but libertarianism
brings only slavery.
Ile is a true politician; but I wonder whether he
could win an election.

(b) Dave reported the day's events in a long, excited
narrative, which was really not warranted by the
situation, though it seemed most important to him;
and Sarah rattled on at the same time, ignoring the
fact that no one was listening to her.

10.10.2. Semicolons should be used to separate elements in a series
when one or more of the elements itself contains a comma:

William Jones, chairman. St. Louis, Missouri; Ross Coleman,
Syracuse, New York; Esther Van Virden, Omaha, Nebraska.
When she saw him, she laughed aloud; he grinned; and they
both ran off. 57
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11. TITLES (APPELLATIONS), GENERIC PERSONAL REFERENCES

11.1. Courtesy Titles

thoioratde is a courtesy title generally accorded to U.S. Cabinet
members, members of Congress, heads of government agencies,
mayors, judges, and other persons of high position. Reverend is a
courtesy title accorded to ministers in many Protestant denomina-
tions in the United States. Neither name should be used without
the first name or initials:

It is my pleasure to introduce the Honorable Shirley
Chisholm. Congresswoman Chisholm has. . . .

The Reverend Norman Vincent Peale was there.
Dr. Peale said....

NOTE: in the F.pb:caltal Church in the United States, the Church
of England, and the Roman Catholic Church, the titles Reverend,
Right RiTt'rend, and rery Reverend have hierarchical significance
and should be differentiated.

11.2. Abbreviation of Titles

11.2.1. Civil and military titles should be abbreviated only when
the first name or initials are used:

Prof. Adele Martin. Sett. B. F. James, and Maj. Gen. Ilarold
Painter were the principal speakers. Professor Martin spoke
first.

EXCEPTION: Ambassador. Princess, Secretary (cabinet member),
and Commandant should never be abbreviated.

NOTE: Ambassador of France (not from _France) is the correct
phrasing.

11.2.2. '1 he titles Honorable and Reverend may be abbreviated as
/ /o. and Rev. (a) in lists and (b) in informal text when they are pre-
ceded by the.

11.2.3. The following form should be used when the party designa-
tion is given following the name of a member of Congress:

Sen. Edward Brooke (I(Mass.)
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11.3. Capitalization of Titles

11.3.1. Capitalize elements of equal importance in titles immediate-
ly preceding a name. Do not capitalize titles following a name.

Vice-President .Jeanes
Commander in Chief Nixon
Mary Ilughes, president, Alhambra Education Association
The deputy executive secretary is an avid baseball fan.

EXCEPTION: A title used after a name in a formal signature, as at
the end of a foreword, should be capitalized.

EXCEPTION: Occupational or working titles should not be capi-
talized.

After that attorney Perry Mason made his presentation to
the jury.

EXCEPTION: Any appelation used for the President of the United
States should be capitalized, even when it stands alone. To indicate
the preeminence of such persons as kings, queens, members of the
U.S. Cabinet, and justices of the U.S. Supreme Court, their titles
should also be capitalized.

The Commander in Chief announced a press conference.
Elizabeth II, Queen of England, visited the United States
in 1957.
The Secretary of Commerce opposes the measure.
The Chief Justice submitted an opposing opinion.

EXCEPIO:s:: In formal lists of delegates or representatives, titles
immediately following names may be capitalized, none should be
capitalized unless all are.

11.4. Sequence of Degrees and Orders. When a name is followed by
a series of orders and degrees, they should be listed in the following
sequence: religious orders, theological degrees, academic degrees
earned in course, honorary degrees in order of bestowal:

John Henry Hopkins, C.C.Sp., A.M., Ph.D., D.Lit.
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11.5. Inclusion of Titles. A name should be given in full the first
time it is mentioned, without a prefatory title: Mr., Mrs., Ms., and
Miss should be omitted. In subsequent references these titles serve
as substitutes for the first name or initials. Ms. may be used instead.
of Mrs. or Miss at the discretion of the writer or the editor. If a
public person has expressed a strong preference for a particular
usage, that preference should be honored.

John Smith, Ellen James, Mrs. George Drummond, and
Mrs. Marie Brown arrived early. Mr. Smith, Ms. James,
and Mrs. Drummond talked at some length, but Mrs.
Brown remained silent.

NOTE: Dr. should be used only in personal correspondence or in a
personal mention such as an acknowledgment.

11.6. Generic Personal References. When it is necessary to make a
generic thirdperson singular reference to a human being because
it is not possible to construct the sentence either (a) in the plural
or (b) by omitting the pronoun, both sexes should be represented
if possible. The two pronouns should be joined either by a slash
(/) or by the word or.
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12. TABLES

12.1. Formal Tables

TABLE 66.-TOTAL MONEY INCOME OF YEAR FULL-
"TIME WORKERS 25 YEARS OLD OR OLDER, BY YEARS.OF.
SCHOOL COMPLETED, 1971

Years, of school
completed

Nlen Women
Mean
income

Median
income

Mean
income

Median
income

1 2 3 4 . 5

Elementary school
Total $ 7,603 $ 7,123 $ 4,315 $ 4,199
Less than 8 years. 6,806 6,310 4,105 3,946
8 years . 8,329 7,838 4,480 4,400

High school
Total 10,274 9,680 5,774 5,583
1 to 3 years 9,437 8,945 5,064 4,889
4 years . 10,647 9,996 6,016 5,808

College
Total 14,939 13,093 8,511 8,042

to 3 years 12,489 11,701 7,278 6,815
4 years 15,565 13,730 8,648 8,451
5 or more years . 17,983 15,300 10,785 10,581

11,292 10,038 6,321 5,872

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
Income in 197/ of Families and Persons in the United States.
Series P-60, 85, December 1972.

PerSOM included here represent 65.6 percent of men civilian in-
come recipients and 33,6 percent of women civilian income recipi-
ents.
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12.1.1. Tables should be numbered with arabic numerals, and fig-
ures (graphs, charts, diagrams, and maps) with roman numerals.
Capital letters should be used for tables in an appendix. The num-
ber or capital letter should be followed by a period and a dash.

12.1.2. The title describes the table and should be as brief as possi-
ble. The date should usually be included.

12.1.3. Column headings give details such as group, state, year,
number, percent. Only the first word and proper names should be
capitalized. The columns should be numbered with arabic numerals.

Dollar signs and percent signs should be used at the tops of the
columns, where indicated.

Figures should be aligned by the decimal points. if there are no
decimal points, figures should be aligned at the right.

Blanks should be indicated by three dots. A zero should be used to
indicate a blank only when the zero has a value, such as tempera-
ture or amount of salary.

12.1.4. The source of the table should be shown with a complete
reference, including the page number and table number.

The following example shows how to indicate different sources
for different columns:

Sources:

Column 2. U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Changes in Cost of Living in Large Cities in the United States. 1913.41.
Bulletin No. 699. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1941.
pp. 43.44. Also, "Current Labor Statistics." Monthly Labor Review 69:
605: November 1949.

Column 7. Figures for all years before 1956 are interpolations by
National Education Association, Besearch Services.

12.1.5. References to footnotes should be indicated by lower-case
letters set in reduced type and placed above the line.

12.1.6. When a table runs over to two or more pages, the table
number, title, column headings, numbers, and symbols should be
repeated. (Continued) should be added to the title.
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-12.1.7. Indention (1 cm for subordinate items and 1 additional em
for runovers) and spacing in tables are shown in the following
examples:

Nlen teachers Alabama
Single Alaska
-Married Arizona
Divorced or Arkansas

separated California
Widowed Colorado

'fatal MI States

Women teachers
Single
Married
Divorced or

separated
Widowed

Total

Grand total

12.2. Open Tables. Sontaimes it is desirable to run a few lines of
tabular material in the text without a table number or a formal
heading:

Ballot at Voice vote or Ballot
Size of association meetings show of hands sent in

Fewer than 50 members 52% 44% 1%

50-99 members 51 43 4
100-499 members 50 31 17

500-999 members 42 26 32
1,000 or more members 33 5 62

Column headings are simple in open tables. Such tables should be
used sparingly; often they present a problem, because they may
not fit entirely on one page. (An advantage of a numbered table is
that it can be referred to by number and placed where convenient
if not on the same page where it is mentioned, usually on the first
page after.)

the example here given should be regarded as maximum in size
and complexity for an open table.
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13. BIBLIOGRAPHICAL AND FOOTNOTE REFERENCES

'the following forms are intended for both bibliographical and
footnote entries. The practice of referring the reader to the biblio

In footnotes, ibid. may be used to replace as much.of the entry as
is identical with the preceding entry. If an entry refers to the same
book, chapter, or article as an earlier entry and no citation of an-
other work by the same author intervenes, the author's name (last
name first), op. cit.. and the specific location of the passage cited
should replace a full citation. When an entry refers to a passage
cited earlier and no citation of another passage by the same author
intervenes, the author's name (last name first), and loc. cit. should
replace a .full citation.

In a citation of a book: the desired information should be copied
from the title page, not from the cover. In a reference to a period-
ical, data concerning author, title, and pages should be copied from
the. article itself, not from the table of contents of the periodiCal:

When information is secured from book and periodical indexes and
not from the publications themselves, the author entry should be
checked for the full name of the author and, in the case. of book,
for the number of pages. the Literary Market Place, Books in
Print, or the Cumulative Book Index should be referred to for the
full name of the publisher, which should be given in the forth cur-
rent at the time of publication.

13.1. Abstract

Anderson, William F., Jr. The Sociology of Teaching. .4
Study of Parental Attitudes Toward the Teaching Profession.
Doctor's thesis. Iowa City: State University of Iowa,. 1952.
185 pp. Abstract: Dissertation Abstracts 12: 692; No. 5, 1952.

Lubin, Ardic, "A Rank Order Test for Trend in Correlated
Means." (Abstract) Annals of Mathematical Statistics 28: 254:.'
June 1957.

Carney, Martin. Educational Change: Past and Present,
(Abstract) Intellect 102: 401.406; March 1974.
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13.2. Alphabetizing

Bibliographies should be alphabetized by author, last name first.
After an author's name has once been given, a 3-em dash should be
used in place of it in subsequent references (or footnote references,
if all are listed in one place rather than on each page where a cita-
tion occurs).

Books and magazine articles by one author shtiuld be listed alpha.
betically by title, unless the logical sequence is by parts or dates.

Books and magazine articles written by an author should be listed
before those edited by the same author. Any books or articles
written and edited by the author in conjunction with others should

in kis of N EA publications, general NEA publications should be.
first, arranged alphabetically by title; publications by NEA func-
tional areas and committees should be second; and joint publica-
tions.of the NEA and other organizations should be third.

13.3.- Anthologies

Eults, Anna Carol; Lutz, Rowena; and Eddleman, Jacquie,
compilers. Readings in Evaluation: A Collection for Educa-
tors. Danville, W.: Interstate Printers and Publishers. 1972.
399 pp.

Lovaas, 0. I. "Interaction Between Verbal and Nonverbal Be-
havior." Readings in Social Development. (Edited by Ross D.
Parke.) New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1969.
pp. 428.37.

13.4 Articles

13.4.1. An article should be cited as follows:

Elkin, S. NI. "Prospects for Radical School Reform." Educa-

tion 92: 72.77; April 1972.

NOTE: When no author is given, an article should be listed as fol-
lows:

Today's Education. "Youth Speaks."Today 's Education 61:

72; October 1972.

13.4.2. For a series of articles published in several issues of a
periodical, only one reference should be made;
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Eggert. Walter A. "Short-Term Financing." American School
Board Journal 99: 40.42.77; December 1939. 100: 29-30. Feb
ruary; 49-51, May; 30-31, June 1940. 101: 28, 88, Septem-
ber; 27-28. 94, November 1940.

Holmes, Warren S. "Economy. True and False in School
Buildings." .4merican School Board Journal 102: 21-22. 99.
January; 45.47, February 1941.

13.5. Authors

13.5.1. When a publication has two or three authors, all of them
should be named. When a publication has more than three authors,
only the first should be listed, followed by "and others."

Bagley, William C.. and Keith. John A. H. An Introduction to
beaching...
Rev's, William C.; Pierce, Paul R.; and Stulken, Edward H.
The Elementary... .
Benson, Charles E., and others. Psychology for Teachers. .

13.5.2. A publication that has been published by the author should
be cited as follows:

Harper. F. V. A History of the Region. Washington, D.C.: the
Author (2120 California St., N.W.), 1968. 207 pp.

13.6. Bibliography. A bibliography or other collection should be
listed under the name of the compiler or editor when it is given;
otherwise, under the name of the contributor mentioned first and
if the bibliography has been printed, the title should be in italics;
if the bibliography has been reproduced by a mimeograph process,
the title should be in roman. type with quotation marks and
(Mimeo.) should follow the citation (see 13.24.):

Smith. John A., compiler. Selected References on Secondary
Education. ..

13.7. Book Review. Use the following style for (a) titled reviews
and (b) untitled reviews.

(a) Anastasiow, Nicholas. "Now Roszak Offers Some Remedies
for Alienation." Review of Where the Wasteland Ends: Politics
and transcendence in Postindustrial Society by Theodore
Rostak, Phi Delta Rappan 54: 420-21t February 1973.
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(b) Butler. Thomas A. Review of The Beauty of the Universe
by Hans Rohr. Science Teacher 39: 48: Decemb'er 1972.

13.8. Books and Pamphlets. The essentials of the citation of a-book
or pamphlet arc as follows:

I.- Author's name, as given on title page (inverted)

2. 'title, as given on title page (in italics)

3..Publisher's name. with place of publication, as given on title
page.

4. Date of publication, as given on title page (if not given on
title page, copyright date on reverse- of tide page should be
used)

5. Number of pages. inclusive, of chapter, section, or entire book
(introductory pages numbered separately with Roman num-
erals should be ignored).

Celinas, Paul j. So You Want To He a Teacher. New York: Harper.
& Row, 1965. 184 pp.

13.9. Census Report
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. Estimates
of the Population of the United States and Components of Popu-
lation change: 1950-1955. Current Population Reports, Series
P-25, No. 111. Washington, D.C.: the Bureau. February 23, 1955.
4 pp.

13.10. Chapter. Arabic numbers should be used for chapter num-
bers; and the title of the chapter should be included, except when
reference is made to more than one chapter (see 13.49. for chap-
ters in yearbooks):

Combs, Arthur W. The Professional Education of teachers: A Per-
ceptual View of Teacher Education. Boston: Allyn and Bacon,
1965. Chapter 6, "The Teacher's Self," pp. 68.81.

13.11. Condensation

Weber, C. A. "Promising 'techniques for Educating Teachers in
Service." Educational Administration and Supervision 28: 691.95;
December 1942. Condensed: American School Board Journal 106:
32: February 1943.
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13.12. Congressional pill

83rd Congress. 2nd Session. S. 2723:.4 Bill To Provide for
a White Douse Confrre e on Education. Washington. D.C.:

. Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare.. 1950:

13.13. Editor

Franklin. Marian Pope. editor. School Organization: Theory and
Practice. Chicago: Rand McNally and Co.. 1967. 489 pp.

Becker. James M. "Emerging Trends in the Social Studies." Ele-
mentary Education: Current Issues and Research. (Edited by
Maurie Hinson.) New York: The Free Press. 1967. Chapter II,
pp. 94-101.

13.14. Editorial

Personnel and Guidance Journal. "Calibrate the Counselor." (Edi
torial) Personnel and Guidance journd 51: 456: March 1973.

Hurd. Paul Dellart. "Integrated Science." (Editorial) Science
Teacher 40: 18.19: February 1973.

13.11 ERIC

Larson. John C. Extended DayCare Attendance and First Grade
School Performance. El) 078 947. Cambridge. Mass.: Abbott
Associates. April 1973. 23 pp.

Southern Regional Education Board. Evaluating Children's Pro.
gress: .4 Rating Scale for Children in bay Care. El) 078 949.
Atlanta. Ga.: the Board. March 1973. 53 pp.

13.16. Excerpt

Herd, Arthur A. "Successful Practices of Individualized Instruc-
tion." Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary School
Principals 55: 75.82: December 1971. Excerpts: Education Digest
37: 37.40: March 1972.

13.17. Federal Law. There are two official citations to a federal
law: to the U.S. Statutes, which correspond to session laws in the
states, and to the U.S, Code. Page numbers should always he used
in references to the Statutes, never in references to the Code:

U.S. statutes. Vol. 53, Chapter 281, p. 1013. 76th Congress, 1st
Session, 1939.
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U.S. Code, Supp. IV (1941.1945). Title 42. Chapter 6A, sec.
282, subsec. (d).

U.S. Code. Title 36, Chapter 9, sec. 141.

13.18. Film

Summer Harvest. 29 min., 16mm, sound, color and b & w film.
National Education Association, Press, Radio, and Television Re-
lations Division, 1201 Sixteenth St., N.W., Washington, D.C., 1962.

The Transplantation. 30 min., 16mm, sound, b & w film. Indiana
University, NET Film Service, AudioVisual Center, Bloomington,
Ind., 1956.

13.19. Filmstrip

Managing Your Money. 45frame color filmstrip. McGraw-Hill
Book Co., Textbook Film Department, 330 W. 42nd St., New
York, N.Y., 1,954.

Cinderella Is Dead. 80frame color mmstrip with sound. National
Education Association Publishing, 1201 Sixteenth St., N.W..
Washington, D.C., 1973.

13.20. Hearing

U.S. 84th Congress, 1st Session, Senate Committee on the Judi.
ciary, Subcommittee To Investigate Juvenile Delinquency. near.
ings Pursuant to S. Res. 62, Investigation of juvenile Delinquency
in the United States. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1955. 141 pp.

13.21. Joint Committee. In references to publications produced by
two or more associations or by joint committees, the organization
that holds the copyright should be listed as publisher:

National Education Association and American Medical Asso-
ciation, Joint Committee on Health Problems in Education.
Health Education. (Edited by Bernice R. Moss, Warren H. South.
worth, and John Lester Reichert.) Fifth edition. Washington,
D.C.: National Education Association, 1961. 429 pp.

National Education Association and American Medical Ass°
elation, Joint Committee on Health Problems in Education. A
Story About You. (Prepared by Marion 0. Lerrigo and Helen
Southard.) Chicago, American Medical Association, 1962.
43 pp.
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13.2,2. Judicial. Decision. Although decisions of state and fed-
eral courts arc published in several series, only the National Re-
porter System should be used. The citation or a decision includes
the following elements: (a) the name of the case, which should be
italicized unless used in a footnote;.(b) the volume ninber.of the
report; (c) the abbreviated title of the reporter; (d) the ~lumber crf
the -page on which the decision begins; and (e) the state and the
year of the decision, in parentheses if a state court; th, year only
if a federal court. If a particular page is being referred to instead
of a case as a whole, the particular page number should be given
after the number of the first page of the cases

Abbreviations of the National Reporter System follow:

AtlanticAtt. or A. (2d)
Northeastern -N.E. or N.E. (2d)
Northwestern N.W. or N.W.

(2d)
Southern -So. or So. (2d)
Southeastern S.E. or S.E. (2d)
Southwestern S.W. or S.W. (2d)

New York Supplement-N.Y.
Supp. or N.Y.S. (2d)

Federal Reporter-Fed. or F.
(2d)

Federal Supplement-7Fed. Supp.
Supreme Court of the United
States-Sup. Ct.

Pacific Pac. or P. (2d)
Alston v. School Board of City of Norfolk, 112 F. (2d) 992 (1940)
Bopp e. Clark, 147 N.W. 172 (Iowa, 1914)
Missouri v. Canada, 59 Sup. Ct. 232,236 (1938)

13.23. Leaflet

National Education Association. Learning Is Your Business.
(Leaflet) Washington, D.C.: the Association, n.d. 8 pp.

13.24, Mimeographed Publication. A notation should be made in
parentheses following the reference: (Mimeo.)

Cordelle Teachers Association. "Negotiation Strategies Primer."
Savannah, Ga.: the Association, 1973. 18 pp. (Mimeo.)

13.25. Monograph

National Association of Secondary School Principals. The Amer.
lean High School. Bulletin No. 208. Washington, D.C.: the Asso-
ciation, February 1955. 308 pp.

13.26. Newspaper Article

Siegel, Morris, "Siegel's World," Washington Post, October 15,
1972. pp. A28.30, A34.
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New York Times. "Medical Educators !Jere Alarmed by Proposed .
Slash in U.S. Funds." New York times. April 25, 1973. pp. 37 70.

13.27. Out-of-Print Publication. i1 notation should be made in
parentheses following the reference: (Out of print)

13.28. Parts, Roman numerals should be used for parts of books:

National Society for the Study of Education. Theories of Learn
ing and Instruction. SixtyThird Yearbook, Part 1. Chicago: the
Society, 1964. 4:30 pp.

13.29. Periodical (see 13.32. for treatment of publishers of period-
icals)

13:29.-1. The essentials of the citation of a periodical are as followi:

(a) Author or authors, as given with the article (If the author
is not named, use the name of the periodical in roman type .
without quotation marks.)

(b) Title, as given in the article (As far as possible a. and, and
the, which A4 e omitted by Education Index, should be sup-
plied.)

(c) Name of the periodical (in italics, omitting The from the
'title)

(d)' Volume number in arable numerals (see 1'3.48.2. for alter-
nate format. when volume number is missing.)

(e) 'Pages, inclu §ive numbers
(f) Date (with the month spelled out),

kossmiller, Richard A. "The Case for Full State Funding." 7'o -
day's Education 62: 30-32; April 1973.

13.29.2. When an entire issue of a periodical is devoted to one
subject under a special title, it Should be listed under the name of
the periodical and the name of the editor or the issue editor
should be enclosed in parentheses after the issue title which is en-
closed in quotation marks.

journal of Home Economics. "Working with the Elderly." (Mary
Kay Overholt, editor.) Journal of Home Economics 65: 5.24i
April 1973.
Social Education. "Teaching About American Indians." (llate' W.
Ilertberg, issue ed.tor.) Soddi Education 36: 480.534; May 1972.
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13.30. Proceedings. (a) Entire proceedings should be listed under
the name of the association; (b) when an individual paper is re-
ferred to, it should be' listed tinder the name of the individual:

(a) National Education Association. Addresses and Proceedings,
1972. Washington, D.C.: the Association, 1972. , 849 pp.
Association for Higher Education. Current issues in Higher
EdUcation, 19.54. Proceedings of the Ninth Annual National.
Conference on Higher Education. Washington, DX:: the
Association, 1954. 321 pp.

(b) D'Evelyn, Katherine E. "How To Conduct a Parent Con-
ference." Forty-First Schoolmen's Week Proceedings. Phila-
delphia: University of Pennsylvania, August-1954. pp. 65.
73.

13.31. Publications in a Series

Brown, Francis J., editor. University and World Understanding..
Report of a Conference of Fulbright Scholars on Education..
Series I, Reports of Committees and Conferences, Vol. 8, No. 58,
Washington, D.C.: American Council on Education, 1954. 97 pp.

Kaho, Elizabeth E. Analysis of the Study of Music Literature in
Selected American Colleges Contributions to Education,'No. 971.
New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1950. 74 pp.

President's Materials Policy Commission. Foundations for Growth
and Security. Resources for Freedom, Vol. 1. Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, June 1952. 184 pp.

Eberle, August W. A Brief History and Analysis of the operation
of the Educational Placement Service at Indiana University. Bul-
letin of the School. of Education, Vol. 31, No. 1. Bloomington:
Indiana Unliersity, 1955. 30 pp.
Taylor, Stanford E. Listening. What Research Says to the Teacher
Series. Washington, D.C.: National Education Association, 1973.
32 pp.

13.32, Publishers. The state should be given for small cities or when
there are several cities of the same name. When the title page men-
tions several cities, the first one mentioned should be used. Inc. and.
Publishers should be omitted; Company should be abbreviated;

Boston: Allyn and Bacon
fklew York: American Book Co.

In references to periodicals, the place of publication and the pub-
lisher should be included only (a) when the periodical is local,
rather than national, in distribution; (b) when two periodicals are
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almost identical in name; or (c) when it seems desirable to indicate
government and university periodicals:

(a) National Education Association and American Teachers
Association, Joint Committee. "A Study of the Status of
the Education of Negroes: Part 1, Legal Status of Segre-
gated Schools." Bulletin 29: 6-19; May 1954. (Monigoniery,
Ala.: American Teachers Association.)

(b) Gilbaugh, John W. "The Superintendency and Boards of.
Education." Bulletin of Aducation (University of Kansas) 8:
65-71 ;,May 1954.

'(c) Young, Anne M. "Children of Working Mothers." Monthly
Labor Review 96: 37.40; April 1973. (Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.)

13.33. Reprint. The original should be used if it can be obtained.
If not, the reprint should be cited as a book or pamphlet; a note
should be added in parentheses, indicating that a reprint is being
cited. and giving such information about the original as is available:

Fine, Benjamin. Why Our Schools Are in Serious Trouble. New
York: New York Times, 1952. 10 pp. (Reprint of articles in the
New York Times, January 14 to 19, 1952)

13.34. Revised Edition

Ross, Clay C. Measurement in Today's Schools. Third edition.
New York: Prentice-Hall, 1954. 485 Op.

Douglass, Harl R. Modern Administration of Secondary Schools.
Revision and extension of Organization and Administration of
Secondary Schools. Boston: Ginn and Co., 1954. 601 pp.

13.35. School Publications. Authorship should be determined from
the title page. When there is doubt, . . . Public Schools should be
used as author, and Board of Education, as publisher. The name of
the school superintendent should not be used:

Wellesley Public Schools. Annual Report of the Wellesley Public
Schools for the Year Ending December Thirty-First, 1953. Welles-
ley, Mass.: Board of Education, 1954. 90 pp.

Warren Public Schools. And Gladly Teach. 1952 Report of the
Superintendent of Schools. Warren, Ohio: Board of Education,
1952. 21 pp.
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I'3.36. Speeches

Jones, Henry W. "Education in the Modern World." Aticfress
given at the tenth annual meeting of the Middletown Educational
League, Middletown, Massachusetts, May 15, 1965.

Ailey, Alex. "A Unique Experience." (Speech) Addresses and Pro-
ceedings. 1972. Washington. D.C.: National Education Associa-
tion:1972. pp. 23-52.

State Laws. Codes and session laws should be listed under
the name of the state, and the states should be listed alphabetically:
The title of a state code should include the date only if the date is
part of the title. The session laws should always include the year
as part of the title. Page numbers should never be used in either
codes or session laws unless there is no better way of identifying
the law. jUsttally chapter number or act number is suffiCient for a
session law, and if a particular part of it is being referred to, sub
sections, subdivisions, or paragraphs may be identified by Lnumber.-
in the state codes, tie title or the chapter number or both should
be given unless the 'system of codification makes it unnecessary by
use ,ol identifying section numbers in sequence throughout the sys
tem. The words Mk and (..7kiipter should be capitalized whenever
used. The word section should be written as sec., not capitalized
and always abbreviated in a reference; the wordpart should.nOt be
capitalized. In a few states, the title of the code includes the com-
piler's name; otherwise the name of the coinpiler should be omitt-
ed. from the reference.

In a reference to a schoolPw, the state code or session law' should
be cited, rather than the publication of the state department of ed-
uction. If possible, the code reference should be obtained,butif
it is not available, a citation to the school law as issued by the
department of education should, in general, follow the rules for
citations to the code and session laws: .

Remington's Revised Statutes of Washington, Annotated, 1932.
Title 28, sec. 4884.92.

Wyoming Revised Statutes, 1932, Annotated. Chapter 99, sec,
913.

Iowa Code of 1946. Chapter 272.

Consolidated Laws of New York, Chapter 16, sec. 503, part 4,
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13.38. State PUblications

Montana State Department of Public Instruction. Your Schools
Today and Goals for Tomorrow. Biennial Report of the Superin-
tendent of Public Instruction of Montana, 1952.1954. Helena.
the Department, 1954. 101 pp.
Nolan, William J. Building a Community's Curriculum for the
Mentally Handicapped. Bulletin No. 58. Hartford: Connecticut
State Department of Education, May 1952. 24 pp.

13.39. Subtitles. In general, subtitles should be included. (See
10.4.6. for punctuation and 2.2. for capitalization.)

13.40. Supplements to Periodicals

Reeves, Floyd W. "Education and National Defense." Ninth Edu-
cational.Conference. 1940. Educational Record. Vol. 22, Supple-
ment No. 14. Washington, D.C.: American Council on Education,
January 1941. pp. 12-22.

13.41. Surveys
Utah Public School Survey Commission. A Survey of the Utah
Public Elementary and Secondary School System. An Interim Re-
port to the Governor, Legislative Council, and Legislature. Salt
Lake City: the Commission. February 1953. 288 pp.
Strayer, George D., and Yavner, Louis E., directors. Administra
live Management of the School System of New York City. Report
of Survey of the Board of Education and the Board of Higher Ed-
ucation. New York: Mayor's Committee on Management Survey
of the City of New York, October 1951. 51 pp.

13.42. Symposium. A parenthetical notation should be used:

Potter, Gladys L., and others. "How Can We Help Emergency
Teachers?" (Symposium) Educational Leadership 1: 9-12: Octo-
ber 1943,

13.43. 'l'est
Spitter, H. F., and others. Iowa EveryPupil Test of Basic Skills:
'test A, Silent Reading Comprehension. (Elementary Battery)
Boston: Hlughton Mifflin Co.
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13.44. Thesis (see I for treatment of abstracts)

Kirkpatrick, Ervin E. Problems in the Use of instructional Films.
Master's thesis. Pittsburg: Kansas State Teachers College, 1940.
146 pp. (Typewritten) .
Kleinmann, Jack :11. Fringe Benefits for Public School Personnel:
A comparative Study of Principles and Practices in Education,
Government. and Private Employment. Doctoe's Thesis. New
York:. Columbia University, Teachers College, Bureau of Publica-
tions, 1962. 178 pp.

13.45. Translation

AzZarnuji, Burham ad-Din. Instruelion of the Student: The
Method of Learning. ('Translated by E. Von Gruttebaum and
Theodora NI. Abel.) New York: King's Crown Press, 1947. 78 fp.

13.46. U.S. Office AA Education Publication. When an individual
author's name is given on the title page, that should be used; other-
wise, U.S. Department of Health, Education,,find Welfare, Office
of Education, should be listed as the author::

Hutchins, Clayton D.; Munse, Albert R.; and &miter, EdrIcD.
Federal Funds for Education, 1952.53 and 195344, U.S., Depart-
Ment of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Educatiost,
Bulletin 1954, No. 14. Washington, D.C.: Goverriinent Printing
Office, 1954. 130 pp.

U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Officeof Ed-
ucation. "Statistics of Special Education for Exceptional Children,
1952-53." Biennial Survey of Education in the United States:
1952.54. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1954.
Chapter 5, 78 pp.

13.47. Unpublished Material. The title of the work uld appear
in Roman type with quotation mark,' rather than in italics, and a
notation should be made in parentheses following the reference:
(Unpublished)

13.48. Volume

13.48.1. Arabic numerals should be used for volume numbers:

Mollenkott, Virginia R, "The Open Examination." Today's Edu-
cation 61: 49050; October 1972.
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1338.2. When the volume number of a magazine article is miss-
ing, the entry should be rearranged as follows:

Vie le, John A. "Let Us Go Forward Together." Virginia Journal
of Education. April 1946. pp. 337-38, 410.

NOTE: It is often preferable to use this style for weekly, biweekly,
and monthly publications, which may be more easily located by
date than by volume number, especially if they arc unbound.

13.48.3. The paging of several volumes in one publication should
be indicated as follows:

Chitty, Dennis, editor. Control of Rats and Mice. New York: Ox-
ford University Press, 1954. Vol. 1.:138 pp.. Vol. 2, 244 pp. Vol.
, 240 pp.
President's Materials Policy Commission. Resources for Freedom.
Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1952. Vol. 105.
819 pp.

Churchill, Sir Winston. History of the English-Speaking Peoples:
The Birth of Britain. New York: Dodd, Mead le Co., 1956. Vol. 1,
521 pp.

13.49. Yearbook

Wisniewski, Richard, editor. Teaching About Life in the City. Forty-
Sectind Yearbook. Washington, D.C.: Natiottaltouneil for the So-
cial Studies, 1972. :407 pp.

Stensland, Per G. "The Classroom and the Newspaper." Mass Media
and Education. Fifty-Third YearbOok, Part 11, National Society foe
the Study of Education. Chicago: University. of Chicago Press.14S4.
Chapter 10, pp. 217.42.

NOTE: When referring to a chapter in a yearbook that ,does, not list
the author of the chapter, the association or society name should
he used as author, and the chapter should be to at the end
of the entry (see also 13.10. for treatment of chapters):

AssuCiation for Supervision and Currier**, Dvelopment. Growing
Up in an Anxious Age'. 1952 Yearbook., Washington,. D.C.: the AMU-
elation, 1962. Chapter 10, "Migratory Populations and Youth," pp.
155-84.
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14.' IDENTIFICATION ON NEA-PRODUCED MATERIALS

14.1. Print Materials

14.1.1. Books, Booklets, and Leaflets

14.1.1.a. Front Cover. The front cover should always carry only
the title, nonstaff author (if appropriate), and one of the follow-
ing: (a) the NEA logo (in either of the three approved versions),
(b) A National Education Association Publication, or (c) Nation.
al Education Association.

(a)

national education association
. helping teachers teach.

14.1.1.b. Back Cover. The back cover should always carry either
(a) the NEA logo (in either of the three apptoved versions) or
(b) A National Education Association Publication.

14.1.1.c. Position of Goal or Support Area Name. The name of
a goal or support area may be used on (a) the title page, (b) a
credits or acknowledgments page, or (c) the back cover. In no
case should it be larger than the form of NEA identification
used.

nea. ne,a

14.1.1.d. NEA Theme. The NEA theme (in either of the three
approved versions) should always appear at least once (usually
on the back cover) of all nonsale items. The rationale for this is
that nonsale items are normally produced for primary distribu-
tion to NEA members, where the theme should be promoted.
Sale items, which normally reach a broad cross-section of the
teaching profession and the general public, should concentrate
on promoting the Association as a source, rather than as a ser-
vice.

nea...helpIng teachers teach. national education association
... helping teachers teach.
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14.1.2. ,Circular Materials. Circulars, incktding newsletters and
publications, should carry the NEA identification as

specified at 14.1.1.a. on the most prominent part of the publica-
cation, usually where its source is identified. When the name of
a goal or suppurt area is used to identify the origin of the publi-
cation, that name should be no larger than the NEA identifica-
tion.

14.2. Audiovisual Materials

14.2.1. Films and Filmstrips. As appropriate, apply the rules
given at 14.1.1.a. and 14.1.1.6. to the opening and closing frames.

14.2.2. Audio Materials. The following should be used at the
opening or closing of the product:

Produced by (rod the National Education Association,
Washington, D.C.
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15. TITLE PAGE AND REVERSE

15.1. Title Page. Since the title page, not the cover, is the usual
source of information for bibliographical citations, it is necessary
to include On that page the full title, any author's name, and the
name of the publishing unit. The address of the publishing unit
may be printed on the title page, the reverse, or both.

15.2. Reverse of Title Page. This page should include the copyright
notice, Library of Congress catalog card number (if desired), and
stock number.

15.2.1. Copyright. When a copyright is desired, the copyright no-
tice should be printed on the reverse side of the title page. The
name of the copyright holder and the year of publication must be.
included. The National Education Association holds the copyright
for its own publications; national affiliates and associated organiza-
tions hold the rights to their own publications. If a revised edition
contains substantial alterations or additions, a new copyright can
be obtained for it. In this case, it is advisable to include the date
of copyright of the older material as well as of the new:

Copyright 01951,1966
National Education Association

For material over which the copyright holder wishes to retain
rigid control, it is advisable to add to the regular copyright notice
the following:

All Rights Reserved.
Further reproduction in whole or part by permission only.

After publication, two copies of the publication along with a copy-
right application and the fee of $6 should be submitted to the
Copyright Office, Library of Congress.

15.2.2. Library of Congress Number. As soon as it is determined
that a publication is to have a Library of Congress catalog card
number, contact the Library of Congress, Descriptive Cataloging
Division, Washington, D.C. 20540, for the proper forms and pro-
cedures. The action should be begun as early as possible. It is
necessary to submit a manuscript copy or set of galley proofs to
the Library of Congress.
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,16. PREPARING COPY FOR THE TYPESETTER

16.1: Format

16.1.1. Manuscripts should be typed doublespace on one side, of
heavy paper 81/2 by 11 inches. Margins should be at least PA
inches on the left and 1 inch on all other sides; however, if the
number of characters per line of printed copy is known or can be
determined, the manuscript should be typed so that the character'
count per line (including spaces) averages the same as that in the
printed copy.

16.1.2. All pages should be numbered consecutively.

16.1.3. Footnotes should be numbered consecutively and placed
between horizontal rules immediately following the material to
which they refer, not at the foot of the page.

16.2. Typing Style

16.2.1. Underscoring should be continuous, i.e., it should not be
broken between words: Art for the Academically Talented Student.

16.2.2. A dash should be typed as two hyphens; there should
be no space between them and the words immediately preceding
and following.

16.2.3. Two spaces should follow the period or colon.
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.. A

Abbreviations (1) 7

Alphabetization (7.3.2)
Capitalization (1.2.1) 9
Foreign countries (1.2.1) 9
General rules (1.1) 7

Geographic terms (1.2) 9-11
Initials, spacing of (1.1.2) 8.9
Latin, italics (!i.2) 26
NIA units (1.3) 11 -12
National Reporter System

(13.22) 70
Numbers and figures with
(8.1.1) 33

Plurals (9.1.2) 36
Political divisions (1.2) 9-11
References (1.4) 12
States (1.2.3, 1.2.4) 10, 11
Symbols (1.5) 12-13
Titles (appellations)

(11.2 1) 58
United States (1.2.2) 9

Abstract (1:3.1) 64
Academic degrees

Capitalization rule (2.5.1) 20
Sequence of (11.4) 59
Spacing of abbreviations

(1.1.2) 8
Accents (punctuation) (10.1) 39
Address (speech), italics in

salutation of (6.5.1) 27
Adjective

Compound
Hyphenation of (10.8.2) 51
Variations in hyphenation

because of position
(10.8.4.a, 10.8.4.d) 53, 54

Proper
Capitalization (2.4) 16
Compounded (10.8.1.f) 51

Adjectival clauses and phrases,
and use of comma

introductory (10.5.3) 44
Nonrestrictive clauses
(10.5.4) , 45

Adverbial clauses and phrases,
and use of comma

Introductory (10.5.3) 44
Nonrestrictive clauses

(10.5.4) 45

82

Adverbs
Combined with participle,

to form compound adjec-
tive (10.8.2.c) 52

Conjunctive
Comma with (10.5.5.c) 46
Listed (10.10.1.a) 57

Introductory (10.5.3) 44
Aircraft names, and quotation

marks (10.9.2) 55
Alphabetization

Bibliographical and footnote
references (13.2) 64

Lists and enumerations
(7.3) 31

Names of persons (7:3.2.
7.3.4), 31,32

States of the United
States (7.3.3) 32
(anna Domini), rules re

A.M.
.1, 2.5.3, 3.2, 3.3.3) 7, 21, 22, 23
. (ante meridiem), rules re

7, 21
Ant(h1oAlo"gi2e.s5.(31)3.3) 65
Antithetical clauses and phrases,

and use of comma (10.5.2) 44
Apostrophe, to form possessive

case (10.2) 39
Appellations. See 'rides

(appellations)
Appositional matter

Colon (10.4.7) 43
Comma (10.5.5.b) 46
Nouns in apposition,
possessive of (10.2.2.c) 40

Arabic numbers (8.2) 34
Art objects, and italics (6.6.1) 28
Article titles, in bibliographical

and footnote references (13.4) 65
"As follows" (10.4.2) 42
Audio materials (14.2.1) 79
Audiovisual materials (14.2) 79
Authors, in bibliographical and

footnote references (13.5) 86

11

Back cover, NEA identification
on (14.1.1.b) 78



B.C. (before Christ), rules re
(1.1, 2.3.3, 3.2,
3.3.3) 7. "1, 22, "3

Bible and other sacred books
Capitalization (2.4.3)
Roman tyre (2.4.5, 6.6.1 )18, 28

Bibliographical and footnote
referent es

Alistrat t (13.11 ti4
Alphabetizing (13.2) 64.63
Anthologies (13.3) 63
Articles (13.4) 63
Authors (1:1.3) 66
Bibliography, citatiim of
(13.6) 66

Book review 113.7) 66
Books and pamphlets
Essentials of citation (13.8) 67
Parts of books (I 3.28) 71

Census report (13.9) 67
Chapter (13.101 67
Condensation (13.111 67
Congressional hill (13.12) 68
Editor ( 13.13 ) tiN
Edit orial (13.11) 68
ERIC (13.131 68
Excerpt 113.16) 68
Federal law (13.17) 68 69
Film 1 13.18) 69
Filmstrip (13.19)
General rules (13) 64
!tearing, Congressional
(13.20) 69

Joint committee (13.21) ..., 69
Judicial decision (13.221 70
Leaflet (13.23) 70
Mimeographed publication

(13.2-1) 70
Monograph (13.23) 70
NEA publications, citation of

Revised edi ion (1:1.34) 73
School publications (13.33) 73
Speeches (1 3.36) 74
State laws (13.37) 74
State publication (13.38) 75
Subtitles (2.2, 1 0.4.6.,

1:3.39) 9, 4:3, 75
Supplements to periodicals

(13.40)
Surveys (13.41) 75
Symposium (I 3.42) 75
Test (13.3) 73
Tides, capitalization of

(23.1) 16
Thesis (13.44) 76
Translation (1 :3.15) . 76
U.S. Office of Education
publication (13.46) 7ti

Unpublished material (13.47) 76
Volume (13.8) 76-77
Yearbook (13.49) 77

Bibliography, citation of, in
bibliographical and footnote
references (13.6) 66

"Black" (2.4.12) 20
Block style, for lists and
enumerations (7.1.1, 7.1.2.
7.2) 30, 30, 30-31

Boldface type, use instead of
italics (6.7) 29

Book review (I 3.6) (16

Books and pamphlets
Essentials of citation (13.8) 67
NA identification on

(14.1.1) 714.79
Parts of books (13.28) 71
Titles. See .separate entry.

Brackets (1(1.3) 41
Corrections (10.3.1.a) 41
Editorial interpolations

,Joint committee (13.21) 69
Periodicals (13.29) 71

Prtn ceilings (13.30) 72
Newspaper ethic (13.26) 70-71

(10.3.1.a) 41
Omissions, use for (10.3.1.a) 41
Parentheses, use with

(10.3.2.)
Out.of.print publica:vin "Sic," use with (10.3.1.1)) 41

13.27) 71

P.9nphle ts and hooks (13.8) 67
Parts (of hooks) (13.28) 71

Periodical Cabinet, U.S., members of
General rules (1 :3.29) 71 (11.1, 11.2.1, 11.3.1) 38, 58, 59
Supplements (13.40) 73 Capitalization (2) 14

Proceedings (13.10) 72 Abbreviations (2.4.1 1) 20
Publications in series (13.30 72 Adjectives. proper (2.4) 16
Publishers ( 13. :32) 72 A.M., N1., P.M. (1.1.1.
Reprint (1133) 73 2.3,3) 7, 21
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B.C.1.1). (1.1.1, 2.5.3,
3.2.1) 7, 21, 22

Beginnings, indication of
(2.1) 14

"Black." capitalization rules
(2.4.12) 20

Compass, points of (2.4.2) 17
F..S.T., etc. (2.5.:;) 21
Enumerations, items in
(2.1.2) 14

Geographical names (2.4.1) 17
Government

National and international
documents (2.4.10) 19

U.S. terms (2.4.7) 19
Headings and titles (2.2) 15
Historical epochs (2.4.4) 18
National and international
bodies (2.4.8) 19

NEA building references
(2.4.13) 20

Nouns, proper (2.4) 16
Organizational terms (2.4.11) 13
Peoples and races (2.4.12) 13
Political divisions (2.4.3) 18
Political terms (2.4.9) 19
Quotations, first word of
(2.1.3) 14

Race names (2.4.12) 20
References (2.3) 16
Religious terms (2.4.5) 18
Resolutions, rules re (2.1.4) 15
Titles (appellations) (11.3) . 59
Titles and headings (2.2) 15

Cardinal numbers (8.1.1) 33
Census report (13.9) 67
Chapter, citation in bibliographical
and footnote references
(13.10) 67

"Church," capitalization rules
(2.4.6) 18-19

Circular materials (14.1.2) 79
Citations, capitalization of

titles in (2.3.1) 16
Clauses

Adjectival (10.5.3, 10.5.4) 44. 45
Adverbial (10.5.3, 10.5.4)44, 45
Antithetical (10.5.2) 44
Coordinate (10.5.1,

10.10.1 43-44, 57
In pairs (10.5.6.b) 47
In series ,10.5.6.a) 4647
Independent (10.4.1) 41
Parenthetical (10.5.5.a) 45

84

Subject of sentence, and use
of singular verb (9.2.4) 38

Summarizing, and use of
colon (10.4.2) 42

Clock time (3.4) 23
Colloquial expressions, nonuse

of quotation marks (10.9.4) 56
Colon (10.4) 41

Amplification or restate.
ment (10.4.1) 41

Appositional matter (10.4.7) 43
Capitalization following

(2.1.1) 14
Dash, substitution of
(10.6.1) 48

"E.g." (10.4.4) 43
"For example" (10.4.3) 43
Formally introduced state-
men ts, questions, quota-
tions (10.9.3) 42

"1.e." (10.4.4) 43
Illustrations, series of
(10.4.2) 42

Independent clauses (10.4.1) 41
Introductory clause (10.4.2) 42
"Namely" (10.4.4) 43
Quotation marks, punctuation

with (10.9.5.b) 56
Quotations following (2.1.3) 14
Salutation (10.4.5) ., 43
Space following, in manuscript
typing (16.2.3) 81

Summarizing clause (10.4.2) 42
"That is" (10.4.4) 43
Titles and subtitles, books

(10.4.6) 43
"Viz." (10.4.4) 43

Comma (10.5) 43
Adjectival clauses and phrases

Introductory (10.5.3) 44
Nonrestrictive clauses

(10.5.4) 45
Adverb
Ccinjunctive ,(10.5.5.c) 46
Introductory (10.5.3) 44

Adverbial cla ses and phrases
In troducto (10.5.3) 44
Nonrestrictive clauses
(10.5.4) 45

Antithetical )clauses and phrases
(10.5.2) ; 44

Appositive words and phrases
(10.5.5.b)1 46

Clarity (10.5.8) 47



Conjunctive adverbs
(10.1.5.u) 46

Coordinate clauses (10.5.1) .. 43
Correlative phrases (10.5.2) .. 44
Dash. substitution of
(10.6.1 ) 48

Dates 13.1.2, 3.1.3) 00

(10.5.9) 47
Figures (numerals) (8.1.2) 33

"I.e." (10.5.9) 47
Interdependent antithetical
clauses (10.5.2) 44

Interjections (10.5.5.e) 6

Nonessential elements
(10.5.5) 45

Nouns of address (10.5.5.d) 46
Numbers (8.1.2) 33
Omission of words ( 1(1.5.7) 47
Pairs of clauses, phrases,
words (10.5.6.b) 47

Parenthetical clauses and
phrases (10.5.5.a) 45

Quotation marks. use with
(10.9.5.c) 56

Series of three elements
(10.5.6.a) 46

Compass, points of. capitalization
(2.4.'2) 17

Compound subjects, verbs with
(9.2.1) 37

Compound words
Adjectives, hyphenation of

Proper, and combining form
(10.8.1.f) 51

Rules re (10.8.2) 51

Variations because of
position (10.8.4.a,
(10.8.4.c) 53, 54

Capitalization rule, in titles
(2.2.9) 8.9

Dash, use of (10.6.3)
Foreign phrases, as compound
adjectives (10.8.2.a)

Ilyphenation of (10.8) 49
Nouns, hyphenation of

Proper, and combining form
(10.8.1.f) 51

Rules re (10.8.3) 53
Variations because of

position (10.8.4.1,
10.8.4.c) 54

Permanent and developing
(10.8) 49

Pluralizing 1.9.1.1) 36
Condensation (13.11) 67

Congress, member of (11.2.3,
11.3) 58, 59

Congressional bill (1%12) 68
Congressimal hearing (1129) 69
Conjunction, coordinating

(10.10.1.a, 10.10.1.1) 57, 57
Conjunctive adverbs

Comma with (10.5.5x) 46
Listed (10.10.1.4 57

"Continued" and "To be con.
filmed" and use of italics
(6.3.2) 27

Contractions, punctuation of
(1.1.1) 7

Coordinate clauses (10.5.1.
ka, 10.10.1.14 ... 43, 57..57

Coordinating conjunction
(10.10.I.a) 57

Copyright notice, NEA (15.2.1) 80
Corrections. use of brackets

(10.3.1.a) 41
Correlative phrases, and use of
comma (10.5.2) 44

I)

1)ash
Compound word with
hyphenated element
(10.6.3) 48

Interruption in sentence
(10.6.1) 48

Introducing elements set in
separate lines (10.6.2) 48

Parenthetical clauses and
phrases (10.5.5.a) 45

Spans of time (3.3, 3.3.1) 22, 22
Substituted for comma,
semicolon, colon (10.6.1) . 48

Typing of (16.2.2) '81

Dates (3) 22

A.D., rules re (1.1.
2.5.3, 3.2. 3.3.3) 7, 21, 22, 23

General rules (3.1) 22
Historical epochs (2.4.4) 18

Spans of time (3.3) 22
Decimals (si.4) 35
Decision. judicial (13.22) 70

Degrees
Academic
Capitalization rule (2.5.1) . 20
Sequence of (11.4) 59
Spacing of abbreviations

(1.1.2) 8

Honorary, sequence of (11.4)59
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Theological. sequence of
(11.11

Diacritit al marks (10.11 39
Differentiation, and use of

italics ((i.1)
Direct quotations (10.9.11 .... 51.55
Division of words 141 24

etc. (2.5.3) 21

Editor. ( itation in bibliographii
and footnote references
113.11) (38

Editorial (13.14) 68
Editorial interpolations. use of

brackets (I 0.3.1) 41
Ellipsis points (10.7) 48
Emphasis. italics for (6.2) 27
Enumerations

.%lphabetiation in 17.3) 31

Capitalization in 12.1.21 14

Punctuation of (7.2) 30
Styles for setting of (7.1) 30
ERIC (13.15) 68

Ex( erprt ( I 1.16) fit;
EX( laiaation point. and qUota

non marks (10.9.5.( )....... 56.57
"E.g." (5.2, 1(1.4. t) 26, 11

F

Federal law 11 3.17) 68-69
Figures (nufneral%). See NUM-

hers and figures.
Film ((3.6.1, 11.IN. 14.2.11...28. 69. 79
Filmstrip (13.19, 14.2.1) 69, 79
Footnote references. See

Bibliographical and footnote
references.

Footnutps. numbering and
placement in manuscript
( I 6.1.3) MI

For example" (10.4.4) 43
Foreign countries. abbreviatimn

rule (1.2.1) 9

Foreign Words and phrases (5) 25
Accents and other diacritical
marks 110.1) 39

Compound adjectives, tltritt.
hypiwnat ion of 110.8.2.a).. 51

General rule (5.1) 25
Plurals (9.1.3) 36
References (5.2)
Scientific names (5.1) 26
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Translation of, and quotation
marks (10.9.3)

Format. in Manuscript typing
116.1)

Fractions (8.1)
It on t cover. N.% identifica-

tion on (14.1.1 .a)

56

81
35

78

Generic personal references
(11.6) 60

Geographical terms
Abbreviation of (1.2) 9
Capitalization (2.4.1) 17

Gerunds. possessive with
110.2.110 39

Goal or support area name. NEA.
position on print materials
(14.1 1.c) 78

Governmental terms
Agency symbols (1.5.1) 12
Documents. national and
international (2.4.10) 13

V.S. terms (2.4.7) 19
Greek. plurals in (9.1.3) 36.37

11

!leading% and titles, capitalization
(2.2)
(.err tilso Titles)

Waring. Congressional (13.20) 69
"Ile/she" (11.6) 60
Ilistorical epochs. capitalizh-

tion (2.4.4) 18
"lion." and "Honorable" (11.1,

11.2.2) 58, 58
lionorary degrees. sequence of

(11.4) 59
IlypIten.(10.8) 49

Adjectives. compound
Proper (10.8.1.1) 51

Rules re (10.8.2) 51

Variations because of posi-
tion I (0;8.4) 53

Compounds of one word
and prefix, etc. (10-14.1)

General comments re (10.8) 49
Nouns, compound

Proper ( 10.8,1.1) , 51

Rules re (10.8,3) 53
Variations because of
position (10.8.4) 53

49



1

Identification on NEA .produced
materials (14)

Idiomatic expressions, use of
possessive form in (10.2.I.c) 40

"I.e." (5.2. 10.4.4) .. 26, 33
Infinitive in title, capitalization

(222) 15
Initials. spacing of (1.1.2.

1.5.1) . . 8-9, 12.13
Interjections, and use of comma

(10.5.5.e) 46
Italics (6) 27

Art objects (6.6.1) .. 28
Botanical and zoological
names (6.6.1) 28

Differentiation (6.1) 27
Directives (6.3) 27
huphasis (6.2) 27
Filmstrips, names of (6.6.1) 28
Foreign words and phrases
(5) 25

Motion pictures, names of
(6.6.1)

Plurals (6.4) 27
Radio series, names of (6.6.1) 28
References (5.2, 6.3) , 96, 27
Salutations (6.5) 27
Ship names (6.6.1) 28
Signatures (6.5, 6.5.2) "7. 27
TV series, names of (6.6.1) . 28
Titles of publications (6.6) . 28
Variations based on type-

face (6.7) 29

Joint committee (13.21) 69
Judicial decision (13.22) 70

1,

Latin words
Italics (5.2) 26
Plurals (9.1.3) '36-37

Leaflet (14.23) 70
Letters of alphabet

Plurals of (9.1.2) 36
Symbols (1.5) 12.13

library of Congress cataloging
procedures (15.2.2) 80

Lists and enumerations (7) 30
Alphabetization in (7.3) 31
Capitalization in (2.1.2) 14

Punctuation of (7.2) 30
Styles for setting of (7.1) 30

"Mac." alphabetization of
(7.3.2)

Manuscript typing (16) 8l
Dash (16.2.2) 81

Footnotes, numbering and
placement of (16.1.3) 81

Format (16.1) 81
Numbering of pages (16.1.2) 81
Paper and spacing (16.1.1) . 81

Typing style (16.2) 81

Underscoring (16.2.1) 81

"Mc," alphabetization of
(7.3.2) 31

Measurement, units of
Numbers, use of (8.3) 34-35

M. (noun) (1.1.1) 7-8
Military titles (11.2.1) 58
Mimeographed publication

(13.24) 70
Monograph (13.25) 70
Motion pictures, names of, and

italics (6.6.1) 28
"Ms." (11.5) 60
Musical compositions, titles of

(10.9.2) 55

N

"Namely" (10.4.4) 43
Names

Alphabetization
Foreign names (7.3.4) 32
Persons (7.3.2, 7.3.4) ... 31, 32
States of the U.S. (7.3.3) 32

Capitalization. See separate
entry.

National and international bodies,
capitalization (2.4.8) 19

NEA
Abbreviations (1.3) 114 2
Bibliographical and footnote
references (see also separate
entry)
Joint Committee (13.21) .. 69
Proceedings (13.3d) 72
Theme (14.1.1.d) ..... 78

Building, capitalization of
references to (2.4.13) 20

Capitalization rule (2.4.11) 20
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Publications
Copyright notice (15.2.1) .. 80
Library of Congress cata-
loging procedure (15.2.2) . 80

Title page (15.1) 80
NEA produced materials,

identification on (14) 78
National Reporter System,

abbreviations (13.22) 70
Newspapers

Articles from, citation of
(13.26) 70

Titles of, use of italics
(6.6.1) 28-29

Nouns
Address, nouns of, and use
of comma (10.5.5.d) 46

Appositive, possession in
(110.2.2.c) 40

Collative, verbs with
(9.23) 37-38

Combined with adjective,
to form compound ad-
jective (10.8.2.b) 52

Combined with particle
To form compound adjec-

tive (10.8.2.c) 52
form compound noun

(10.8.3.a) 53
Compound

Hyphenation of. (10.8.3) 53
Pluralizing (9.1.1) 36
Possession in (10.2.2.c) 40
Two nouns forming (10.83 c) 53
Variations in hyphenation

because of position
(10.8.4.b, 10.8.4.c) ... 54, 54

Phrasal, possession in (102.2440
Proper
Capitalization (2.4) 16
Compounded (10.8.11) 51

Singular, verbs with (9.2.2) 37
Number, agreement of (9.2) 37
Numbers and figures (8) 33

Arabic, use of (8.2) 34
Beginning a sentence (8,1.1). 33
Decimals and fractions (8.4). 35
General rules (8.1) 33
Measurement, units of (8.3) 34.35
Plurals of (9.1.2) 36
Punctuation (8.1.2) 33
Quantity, uni.j of (8.3) ... 34-35
References in series (8.2) 34
Roman, use of (8.2) 34
Serial numbers (8.2) 34
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Spelled out, form (8.1.1,
8.1.3., 8.1.4) 33, 33, 34

Tables (12.1.1, 12.1 3) ....62, 62
Under 10, rule for (8.1.1) ... 33

0
"('clock" (3.1.1) 23
Omissions

Brackets (103.1) 41
Comma (10.5.7) 47
Ellipsis points (10.7) 48

Orders and degrees (religious,
etc.), sequence of (11.4) 59

Organized bodies
Shortened form, capitaliza-
tion (2.4.11) 20

Symbols for (1.5.1) 12-13
Out-of-print publications (13.27) 71

P

Pamphlets and books (13.6) 67
Parentheses

Brackets within (10.3.2) 41
Parenthetical clauses and
phrases (10.5.5.a) 45

Parenthetical clauses and phrases,
and use of comma, dash,
paren theses (10.5.5.a) 45

Participles, and formation of
Compound adjectives

(10.8.2.c) 52
Compound nouns (10.8.3.4 53

Parts of books, citation in
bibliographical and footnote
references (13.28) 71

"Percent," and use of decimals
(8.4) 35

Period
Abbreviations (1.1) 7
Quotation marks, use with

(10.9.5.a) 56
Space following, in manu-
script typing (16.2.3) 81

Periodical
Citation of (13.29) 71
Supplements to (13.40) 75

Periods in history, capitaliza-
tion rules (2.4.4) 18

Personal references, generic
(11.6) 60

Phrases
Adjectival (10,5 ) 44
Adverbial (10.5.3) 44



Antithetical (10,5.2) 44
Apposo (10.5.5.b) 46
Correlative (10.5.2) 44
In pairs (10.5.6.b) 47
In series ( I 0.5.6,a) 46
Parenthetical (I0. 5.5.a) 45

Plurals (9) 36
Abbreviations (9.1.2) 36
Agreement of number (9.2). 37
Compound nouns (9.1.1) 36
Foreign words (9.1.3) 36-37
Formation of (9.1) 36
Greek words (9.1.3) ..... 3.6-37
Latin words (9.1.3) 36-37
Letters of alphabet (9.1.2) .. 36
Numbers and figures (9.1.2). 36
Symbols (9.1.2) 36

Poetry
Quotation marks, use of
(10.9.1.b) 55

Bei lucv4 type, use of
(10.9,11 54-55

Titles of (6.1, 10.9.2) ...28, 55
Political divisions

Ahlbrevistiott of (1.2) 9
Capitalization (0'.4.3) 18

Political party, capitalization
(2,4,9)

Political philosophy, noncapi-
talizatiott (2,4.9)

Position of goal or sUppott area
name (14.1.1s)

Possessive case
APthiroPKt ill 00.21 39
Joint owtwrship (10.2.24)- 41
Formation of (10,2.2) 40
Use of (10.2.,1) ,, 39

P.M. (post meridiem), rults6 re
(1.1. 2.5.3) 7. 21

Prefixes, hyphenation ((des
(10.8.1) 49

Preposition in formation of
compound adjectives, hyphe-
nation (10.8.2.d) 53

Preposition, capitalization of
in headings (2.2.1) 15

President, U.S., appellations for
(11.3.1) 59

Print materials (14.1) 78
Proceedings (I 3.30) 72
Prose quotations (10.9.1,

10.9.1.b) 54.55, 55
Psychological tests, symbols for

(1.5.1) 12-13

19

19

78

Publications
Copyright notice, Library
of Congress data, price
and order information (15). 80

Titles of. S. Titles.
Publications in series (13.31) 72
Publistrers (13.32) 72
Punctuation

Dates (3.1.2. 3.4 .3.
3.3.1) . 22, 22, 22

Lists and entnnerations (7.2) 30
Numbers and figures (8.1.2) 33

Punctuation marks (10) 39
Accents (10.1) 39
Apostrophe (to form
possessive) (10.2) 39

Brackets ( 1 (13) 41
Colon (10.4) . 41
Comma (10.5) 43
Dash (10.6) . 48
Diacritical marks (10.1) 39
Ellipsis points (10.7) 48
General comments on (10) 39
Hyphen (410.8) . 49
Quotation marks (10.9) 54
Semicolon (10.10) 57

Q

Quantity, units of, use of num-
bers (8.S) .1 34-35

Question mark, and quotation
marks (10.9.5.c) 56.57

Quotation marks (10.9) 55
Aircraft names (10.9.2) 55
Articles (10.9.2) 55
Chapters (10.9.2) 55
Direct quotations (10.9.1.)54-55
Double and single marks
(10.9.1) 54-55

Double punctuation, preven-
tion (10.9.5) 56

Foreign words, translations
(10.9.3) q6

Poetry quotations (10.9.1,
10.9.1.b) 54-55, 55

Prose quotations, paragraphs
of (10.9.1.b) 55

Punctuation used with
(10.9.5) .. 56

Radio programs (10.9.2) 55
Single marks (10.9.1) 54-55
Slang and colloquial expres-
sions, nonuse with (10.9.4) 56



'11; programs (10.9.2) 55
Terminal marks, punctua-
tion with ( 0.9.5.c) 56.57

Thyme titles (10.9.2) 55
Titles of certain publications

(10.9.2) 55
Quotations

Capitalization of first word
(2.1.3) 14

Formally introduced, and
use of colon (10.4.3) 42

Reduced type for (10.9.1) 54.55

it

Race names, capitalization
(2.4.12) 20

Radio programs, and quotation
marks (10.9.21 55

Radio series. nans of, and
italics ((i.6, l )

Radio stations, symbols for
(1.5.1) 12-13

References
Abbreviations in (1.4) 12
Bibliographical and footnote
references. See separate entry.

Capitalization ('',3) 16
Italics, use of (5.2. 6.3) ... 26, 27

Religious orders and degrees,
sequence of (11.4) 59

Religious terttts, capitalization
(2:1.5, 2.4.6) 18, 18
(see also Bible and other
sacred hooks)

Reprint (13.33) .... 73
Resolutions, rules re "Resolved"

and "Whereas" (2.14) 15
"Rev." and "Reverend"

(1 I.! , 11.2.2) 58, 58
Revised edition (13.34) 73
Roman numbers (8.2) 34
Roman type

Foreign words (5.1. 5.2).. 25, 26
Titles of publications (6.6.1) 28
Use in italic text (6.71 29

Royalty, titles of (11.2.1.
11.3) 58, 59

Run-on style, lists and enumer-
ations (7.1.1, 7.1.2,
7.2) '30, 30, 30.31

28
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S

Salutations
Colon following (10.4.5) 43
Italics, use of (6.5.1) 27

School publications (13.35) 73
Sciences, etc., ending in icy

(9.2.5) 38
Seasons of year, noncapitaliza-

tion (2.5.2) 21
"See" and "see also" (2.3.2.

6.3.1) 16, 27
Semicolon

Dash, substitution of
(10.6.1) 48

Quotation marks, punctua-
tion with,(10.9.5.b) 56

Series of elements containing
commas (10.10.2) 57

Sequence, numerical (8.2) 34
Serial numbers (8.2) 34
Series of elements, and use of

comma, semicolon (10.10.2) 57
"She/he" (11.6) 60
Ship names, and italics (6.6.1) 28
"Sic" (10.3.1.b) 41
Signatures, and use of italics

(6.6.2) 28
Slang, nonuse of quotation

marks (10.9.4) 56
Spacing

Initials (1.1.2) 8-9
Symbols (1.5.1) 12-13

Speeches (1:'..34) 74
State laws (13.37) 74
State publication (13.38) 74
States of the U.S.

Abbreviations
Rules (1.2.3) 10
List of (1.2.4.a, 1.2.4.b).10, 11

Alphabetization (7.3.3) 32
Subtitles (2.2.1, 10.4.6,

13.39) 15, 43, 75
Suffitces, hyphenation rules

(10.8.1! 49
Supplements to periodicals

(13.40) 75
Supreme Court, U.S., justices

of (11.3) 59
Surveys (13.41) 75
Sy Ilabic.ation , (4) 24



Symbols (1.5)
AinpersAnd (1.1.3) 9

Government agencies
(1.5.() 12-13

I.ettered (IQ. SOS, etc.)
(1.5.1) 12-13

NEA (1.3)
Organized bodies (1.5.1) . 12-13
Plurals of (9.1.2) 36
Psychological tests (1.5.1 ).12-13
Radio stations (1.5.1 ) 12.13
Tv stations (1.5.1) 12.13

Symposium (13.42) 75

12-13

'1'

Tables (12) 62
Columns

Alignment of figures
(12.I.3) 62

Blanks in ( 12.1.3) 62
Headings ( 12. Li.) 62
Numbering of (12.1.1) (12

Continued (12.1.6) . 62
Examples (12.1, 12.1.7.

12.2) 61, 63, 63
Footnotes in (12.1.5) 62
Formal (12.1) ti 1

Indentions in (12.1.7) 63
Numbering of (12.1.1) 63
Open (12.2) 63
Sources ( I 2.1.4) 62
Title (descriptive) of

(12.1.2) 62
TV

Programs, and quotation
marks (10.9.2) 55

Series, and italics (6.6.1) 28
Stations, symbols for

(1.5.1) 12-13
Tests

Citation.ol. in bibliographical
and footnote references
(13.41

Italic- for (6.6.1) 28
Psychological, symbols for
(1.1.1) 12-13

"Thai is" (10.4.1) 43
'Ill- NEA 78
Theme titles. and quotation

marks (10.9.2)

75

55

Theological degrees, sequence
of 111.4) 59

Thesis ( I 3.44) 76
Time

A.D., B.C., rules re (1.1.
2.5.3, 3.2, 3.3.3).. 7, 21, 22, 23

A.NI., M., P.M., rules re (1.1,
2.5.3) 7, 21

Dates, general rules (3.1) .... 22
General rules re spans of

(3.3) 22
Historical epochs (2.4.4) 18

Title page (1 5.1) 80
Titles (appellations) (11) 58

Abbreviation (11.2) 58
Capitalization (11.3) 59
Italics, use of (6.5.2) 28
Sequence of degrees and
orders (11.4) 59

Use of (11.1, 11.5) 58, 59
Titles (see also Musical composi-

tions; Newspapers; Poetry;
et al.)

Abridgement ((1.6.1.
6.1,.2) 08, 29

Capitalization (2.2) i5
Italic and roman type (6:6.1.

1 0.9.'2) 28, 5
Punctuation
Colon between book titles
and subtitles (10.4.6) 43
Quotation marks, use of
(10.9.2) 55

Tables (12.1.2) 62
"To," capitalization in headings

(2.2.2) 15
Translation, citation of, in

bibliographical and footnote
references (13.45) 76

Type faces. See Boldface type;
Italics; Roman type.

Type size reduced for quotations
(10.9.1) 54-55

Typing style for manuscripts
(16) 81

U

Underscoring, in manuscript
typing (16.2.1) 81

United States, abbreviation of
(1.2.2) 9.10
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U.S. Office of Education pub
lication (13.46) 76

Unpublished material (13.47) 76

Volume, citation of, in biblio-
graphical and footnote ref-
erences (13.48) 76.77

Verbs "Whereas" (2.1.4) 15
Agreement of (9.2) 17.38 Words
Formation of compound Division of (4) 24
words Series of, punctuation
Adjectives (10.8.2.d) 53 (10.5.6) 4647
Nouns (10.8.3.b) 53

Y"Viz." (10.4.4) 43
Yearbook (13.49) 77
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